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Durability at work since 1975



Quality for proud
professionals since 1975
Your choice of workwear determines how visible, effective and 
protected you are at work. Different jobs require workwear with 
different functionality and durability, and the garments must keep 
you warm or cool depending on the conditions. Jobman offers a 
wide range of workwear which can be combined to suit all types 
of work, both indoors and outdoors, all year round. We speak to 
users in a wide range of industries to discuss their needs, and 
convert the knowledge we gain into fully functional workwear 
adapted to your daily work environment.

Jobman workwear is developed and manufactured for profes- 
sionals who want the best. Durability has been our watchword 
since 1975, and so it will always be. At Jobman Workwear, quality 
isn’t just about choosing the right material. The garments must 
also be comfortable and allow for movement during challenging 
work. Together with new features and modern design, the clothing 
also makes you resilient at work. Our vision is for all professionals 
to be proud wearers of Jobman workwear, every day.

Quality workwear
down to the smallest detail
When you wear Jobman clothing, you are also wearing years  
of technical and functional development applied to every detail. 
Together, these important details create comfortable, easy to  
wear garments with a modern design and exceptional durability. 
These are clothes that are well designed using generations of 
solid expertise. Choosing high-quality, durable clothing is also  
an economically sound and sustainable decision – the basis for 
our quality ethos that runs through every garment.

One example is our trousers for craft work, designed to meet the 
specific needs of craftspeople. Hanging back pockets, reinforced 
holster pockets and a zipped leg pocket ensure easy access to 
tools and keep your personal effects secure. The materials have 
been carefully chosen and combined in various areas of the 
trousers, cut and sewn to fit the body’s natural shape. The result 
is robust trousers that allow for free movement and ventilation 
where it matters.
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Our products are sold through a worldwide network of local 
dealers. You can find all our dealers listed on our website, 
www.jobman.co.uk. For more information about or products 
or to find your nearest dealer, please contact us.

www.jobman.co.uk

Jobman’s products are being improved all the time and we reserve the right to make changes to
products while retaining the same product code. Under the Swedish Copyright Act, the pictures and  
text in the catalogue may not be copied or otherwise used without the written permission of Jobman
Workwear AB. We are not responsible for printing errors. Format, layout and production: Splitz.
Photography: Johan Annerfeldt.
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0000 P

Our Practical collection has been developed to meet the needs 
of professional craftspeople looking for simple garments that 
don’t compromise on comfort or function. The Practical collection 
has been specially designed to meet the need for high-quality 
comfortable and durable workwear, at a lower price than our 
more specialised garments.

As a customer, you can expect Jobman’s trademark quality, in  
a collection designed with affordability in mind. The wide range  
is available in many colours and sizes, including high-visibility 
clothing. The leg length can also be extended by 5 cm. As with  
all Jobman workwear, these garments are functional from top to 
bottom.

Jobman Practical – the choice is simple.

Practical – high-quality 
workwear, simple and  
functional
 

All Jobman Practical garments are identified  
with a P after the item number in the catalogue.
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WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS

Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable zip-off holster pockets.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Comfortable work trousers in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven 
fabric at ankle, leg pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off holster 
pockets with extra compartments and reinforced inside. These can be 
tucked into the front pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted back 
pockets. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket 
with knife pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, ID card pouch and phone 
pocket. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets in durable polyamide and 
with dual-level inner opening, so kneepads can be fitted in two positions for 
optimal fit. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Trousers can be extended 
with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Material 2: 100% polyamide, 210 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65239170-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65239170-9900 black  
Size: C44-62 (+5 cm), D88-124 (+5 cm) 
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WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS

Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Stretch
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable zip-off holster pockets.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Women’s trousers in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven fabric at 
ankle. Leg pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off holster pockets 
with extra compartments and reinforced inside. These can be tucked 
into the front pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted back pockets. 
Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, 
ID card pouch and phone pocket. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets in 
durable polyamide and with dual-level inner opening, so kneepads can be 
fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. 
Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Material 2: 100% polyamide, 210 g/m².   
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65237170-9900 black  
Size: 34-50 (+5 cm) 
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Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch
• 4-way stretch in the entire trousers improves ease of 

movement and comfort.
• Rip-stop fabric increases durability and garment life. 
• Crotch is further reinforced with stretch Cordura®.

Comfortable 4-way stretch in durable Rip-stop fabric. Spacious holster 
pockets with extra compartments and reinforced insides, can be tucked into 
front pockets. Silicone rubber shirt-grip in waistband keeps the trousers in 
place. Crotch is reinforced with stretch Cordura®. Back pockets are partially 
detached to give easier access to contents. Extra belt loops in largest 
sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, 
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent knees for optimal 
fit. Knee pockets in durable stretch Cordura® with reflective piping and two 
positions for kneepads. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Reinforced at 
ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring 
at ankle.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.  

Material: 91% polyamide, 9% elastane, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65219118-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65219118-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Service Trousers  
Fast Dry
• FAST DRY, our lightweight and quick drying quality 

fabric. 
• Soft and comfortable with high durability.
• Knee pockets are two positions for kneepads.

Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying material with high 
durability. Spacious front pockets. Rubber button to minimise scratching. 
Back pockets with reinforced inside. hammer loop. Extra belt loops in 
largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone 
pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. 
Knee pockets in durable polyamide with reflective piping and two positions 
for kneepads. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65281106-9999 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

Craftsman Trousers 
Fast Dry
• FAST DRY, our lightweight and quick drying quality 

fabric. 
• Soft and comfortable with high durability.
• Knee pockets are two positions for kneepads for kneepads.

Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying material with high 
durability. Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. 
rubber button to minimise scratching. back pockets with reinforced inside. 
hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife 
button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. 
Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide with 
reflective piping and two positions for kneepads. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65281206-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65281206-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Fast Dry
• FAST DRY, our lightweight and quick drying fabric. 
• Spacious holster pockets.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.

Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying material with high 
durability. Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. 
Rubber button to minimise scratching. Back pockets with reinforced inside. 
Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife 
button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. 
Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide with 
reflective piping. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65287206-9999 black  
Size: 34-52 

Craftsman Trousers 
Star
• Craftsman trousers in our proven durable STAR 

quality fabric.
• Soft brushed inside, durable and quick drying properties.
• Drawstring at ankle prevent cold draughts.

Durable and comfortable STAR fabric, with a soft brushed inside, durable 
and quick drying properties. Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked 
into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra 
belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Zip leg pocket, 
phone pocket, ID card pouch and extra compartment. Pre-bent knees for 
optimal fit. Kneepad pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping. 
Kneepads can be fitted in two positions. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-
absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% STAR polyamide, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65282207-6700 navy  
Art no: 65282207-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65282207-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

WORK TROUSERS
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Service Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels 
at the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler 
pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad pocket. Kneepads can 
be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm 
turn-up at ankle hem. Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 
Level 0 together with Jobman’s kneepads 9941. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement; 100% Oxford polyester, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65232420-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65232420-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232420-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232420-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 (+5 cm) 

WORK TROUSERS
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Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels at 
the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Holster pockets with 
extra compartments and extra zip. Back pockets with flap. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad pocket. Kneepads can be fitted in two 
positions for optimal fit. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at 
ankle hem. Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 0 
together with Jobman’s kneepads 9941. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement; 100% Oxford polyester, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65232520-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65232520-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232520-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232520-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 (+5 cm) 

WORK TROUSERS
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2322 P

Service Trousers
• Polyester/cotton service trousers in a wide range of 

colours.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm  

at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Back pockets with 
flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with 
velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65232120-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65232120-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65232120-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65232120-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65232120-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65232120-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232120-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65232120-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232120-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 

Craftsman Trousers
• Polyester/cotton craftsman trousers in a large range 

of colours.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle hem. 
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm  

at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Holster pockets 
with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets with flap and 
velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro 
closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforced holster pockets and 
kneepad pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65232220-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65232220-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65232220-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65232220-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65232220-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232220-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65232220-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232220-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Dungarees
• Adjustable braces with elastic features.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle 

hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Chest pockets 
with flap and velcro closure on the top one. Elasticated braces. Holster 
pockets with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets with 
flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with 
velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65373020-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65373020-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65373020-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65373020-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65373020-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65373020-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65373020-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65373020-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm) 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Kneepads Practical
A basic, light weight kneepad suitable for work with little kneeling.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 0 together with 
Jobman’s trousers 2324 and 2325. 

Material: LDPE  
Art no: 65994184-7400 green  
Size: One size 

Kneepads
Lightweight kneepad for workers on the move who occasionally need to 
use kneepads. Pre-bent for improved fit and comfort. EVA (Ethylene Vinyl 
Acetate) for best shock absorption. Harder exterior for increased durability 
and lifetime. 
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + A1: 2010, Type 2, Level 1 together 
with most Jobman trousers. 

Material: EVA + LDPE  
Art no: 65994384-3099 orange/black  
Size: One size 

Kneepad
Kneepad for frequent users who do work kneeling down but not all day. 
Pre-bent for improved fit and comfort. EVA (Ethylene Vinyl Acetate) for best 
shock absorption. Tougher exterior for increased durability and lifetime.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010, Type 2, Level 1 together 
with most Jobman trousers. 

Material: PE/EVA/RUBBER/POE  
Art no: 65994484-9799 grey/black  
Size: One size 

Kneepads
Kneepad designed to handle several hours’ work kneeling down. For 
users who require kneepads with long durability and lifetime, with minimal 
compression. Pre-bent for improved fit and comfort. EVA (Ethylene Vinyl 
Acetate) for best shock absorption. Tougher exterior for increased durability 
and lifetime. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010, Type 2, Level 1 together 
with most Jobman trousers. 

Material: PE/EVA/RUBBER/POE + LDPE  
Art no: 65994584-1099 white/black  
Size: One size 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Floorlayers Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels at 
the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Holster pockets with 
extra compartments and extra zip. Welted back pockets. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pocket. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Trousers can 
be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65235820-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C42-62 (+5 cm), D84-120 (+5 cm) 

Floorlayers Trousers
• Floorlayer’s trousers with unprecedented durability 

and unique ergonomic features.
• Cotton / polyester cavalry twill which provides 

durability and flexibility.
• Adjustable velcro adjusts leg width around the calf, so 

that the kneepads are fixed as firmly as possible.

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Reinforced 
back pockets. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket 
with zip, phone pocket and ID card pouch. Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ 
knives. Reinforcement on thighs with FA™ material. Pre-bent knees for 
optimal fit. Kneepad pockets made from durable DuPont™Kevlar® with 
reflective piping, kneepads can be fitted in two positions. Mesh at back of 
knee for ventilation. Adjustable velcro adjusts leg width around the calf. 
Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping 
and drawstring at ankle.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65269718-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Craftsman Trousers 
Core
• Our Core quality fabric gives superb durability and 

comfort.
• DuPont™ Kevlar® reinforced kneepad pockets. 
• Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle hems.

Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength of polyester and 
softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. Inset front 
pockets. Reinforced holster pockets with extra compartments and tool 
band. Phone pocket and snaplink in front. Extra wide belt loops. Reinforced 
back pockets. Ruler pocket with knife button. Left leg pocket with zipper, ID 
card pocket, phone compartment and tool compartment. Pre-bent legs with 
durable knee pockets in DuPont™Kevlar®. Kneepads can be fitted in two 
positions. Reinforced leg ends which repels moisture. Reflective piping and 
drawstring at ankle hem.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with 
kneepad 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65218119-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65218119-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65218119-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 (+9900 C42, D84) 

Craftsman Trousers 
Canvas
• Polyester/cotton canvas can be washed at 85°C.
• Leg pocket with flap over zip minimises risk of 

scratching.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.

Polyester/cotton canvas can be washed in 85°C without fading or shrinking. 
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Rubber 
button to minimise scratching. Back pockets with reinforced inside. 
Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife 
button. Leg pocket with zipper, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra 
pocket. Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets made from durable 
polyamide with reflective piping, kneepads can be fitted in two positions.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65291208-6700 navy  
Art no: 65291208-9800 dark grey  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

WORK TROUSERS
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Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch
• Panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Smooth craftsman trousers in durable cavalry twill with crotch gusset 
panels in stretch Cordura® for extra flexibility. Kneepad pockets with 
side panels in stretch Cordura®. Pre-bent knees in durable FA™ and 
adjustable kneepads in two positions. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front 
pockets. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with 
knife pocket. Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and 
extra compartment. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Reinforced ankle 
cuff with non-absorbing polyamide and drawstring. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 280 g/m².  
Stretch: 92% polyamide Cordura®, 8% elastane, 250 g/m². 
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65216418-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65216418-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65216418-9999 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D84-124 

WORK TROUSERS
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Craftsman Trousers 
Cotton
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Gusset in crotch increases durability and flexibility.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.

Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets, rule pocket and knee 
pad pockets. Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and inside reinforcement. Inset front pockets for tucking 
away holster pockets. Hammer loop. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced 
ruler pocket with bellowed bottom edge and knife button. Leg pocket 
with phone compartment. Gusset in crotch. Pre-bent knees with kneepad 
pockets in polyamide. Kneepad pockets with two positions for kneepads. 
These trousers also come in a women’s version, 2201. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.  

Material: 100% cotton, 370 g/m². 
Art no: 65220013-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D84-124 

Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
• Pre-bent knees for a good fit.

Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets, rule pocket and knee 
pad pockets. Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and inside reinforcement. Inset front pockets for tucking 
away holster pockets. Hammer loop. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced 
ruler pocket with bellowed bottom edge and knife button. Leg pocket with 
phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets in polyamide. 
Kneepad pockets with two positions for kneepads. These trousers also 
come in a men’s version, 2200. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.  

Material: 100% cotton, 370 g/m². 
Art no: 65220113-9900 black  
Size: 34-48 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Craftsman Trousers
• Cooler, lighter-weight cotton material.
• 100% cotton.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm  

at the ankle hem.

Durable cotton with a slightly lower grammage for a lighter weight trouser. 
Holster pockets with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets 
with flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap 
with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforced holster 
pockets and kneepad pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up 
at ankle hem. 

Material: 100% cotton, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65231210-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-120 

Craftsman Trousers 
Cotton
• Durable 100% cotton, specially developed for Jobman.
• Lighter quality for cooler working environment.
• Drawstring at the ankles prevents cold draughts. 

Reinforced details including holster pockets, back pockets and ruler pocket. 
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Spacious 
front pockets. back pockets with reinforced inside. hammer loop. Extra 
belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with 
zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent knees for 
optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping and 
two positions for kneepads. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing 
polyamide. Reflective piping and drawstring at ankle.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.  

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65273211-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65273211-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65273211-9999 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124 (+9999 D88) 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Service Trousers 
Stretch
• 4-way stretch in fabric.
• Spacious front and back pockets.
• Leg pocket with zipper.

Service trousers in comfortable 4-way stretch in polyamide / elastane 
fabric with a slim fit. Spacious front pocket and welted back pockets. Leg 
pocket with zip, an extra compartment inside for your mobile and pen 
compartments. Available for women, style 2319. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65231870-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

Women’s Service 
Trousers Stretch
• 4-way stretch in fabric.
• Spacious front and back pockets.
• Leg pocket with zipper.

Service trousers in comfortable 4-way stretch in polyamide / elastane 
fabric with a slim fit. Spacious front pocket and welted back pockets. Leg 
pocket with zip, an extra compartment inside for your mobile and pen 
compartments. Available for men, style 2318. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65231970-9900 black  
Size: 32-50 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Service Trousers 
Stretch
• 4-way stretch in the entire trousers improves agility 

and comfort. 
• Rip-stop fabric increases resistance to wear and tear.
• Crotch gusset with reinforced stretch Cordura® for  

free movement.

Comfortable 4-way stretch in durable Rip-stop material. Crotch gusset with 
reinforced stretch Cordura®. Silicone rubber shirt-grip in waistband. Extra 
belt loops in largest sizes. Spacious front pocket and welted back pockets. 
Spacious leg pockets with covered zip and mobile pocket. Pre-bent knees 
with kneepad pockets with dual-level inner opening. Mesh at back of knee 
for ventilation. Reinforcements in Cordura® and polyamide. 

Material: 91% polyamide, 9% elastane, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65219418-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65219418-9999 black   
Size: C42-62, C146-156, D88-124 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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New Colour!

Service Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Spacious pockets.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels 
at the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. 
Ruler pocket. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Available for women, style 2316. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65231720-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65231720-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65231720-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 (+5 cm) 

Women’s Service 
Trousers Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Spacious pockets.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm  

at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels 
at the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. 
Ruler pocket. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Available for men, style 2317. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65231620-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65231620-9999 black  
Size: 32-50 (+5 cm) 

WORK TROUSERS
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Service Trousers
• Service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Internal knee pockets.
• Leg pocket with ruler compartment.

Suitable for light industrial work and service jobs such as retail and 
warehouse work. Easy-care polyester/cotton. Inset front pockets and back 
patch pockets. Internal knee pad pockets. Hip pocket for phone. Slanted 
front pockets. Leg pocket with flap. Leg pocket with ruler compartment. 
Men’s and women’s sizes. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65230523-6600 navy  
Art no: 65230523-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65230523-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C144-156, D88-124, DA34-50 

Service Trousers
• Service trousers in easy-care, polyester/cotton.
• Pre-bent knees.
• Leg pocket with zip. 

Service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton. Suitable for service 
occupations such as retail and transport. Front jeans pocket with coin 
pocket. Pre-bent knees. Leg pocket with zip. Back patch pockets. Leg 
pocket with zip, phone pocket and extra compartments. Front D-ring for 
keys, etc. C-sizes can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. These 
trousers also come in a women’s version, 2311.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 265 g/m². 
Art no: 65231029-9900 black  
Size: C42-62 (+5 cm), C124, D84-120  

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Women’s Service 
Trousers
• Service trousers in easy-care, polyester/cotton.
• Pre-bent knees.
• Leg pocket with zip. 

Service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton. Suitable for service 
occupations such as retail and transport. Front jeans pocket with coin 
pocket. Pre-bent knees. Leg pocket with zip. Back patch pockets. Leg 
pocket with zip, phone pocket and extra compartments. Front D-ring for 
keys, etc. Can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. These trousers 
also come in a men’s version, 2310.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 265 g/m². 
Art no: 65231129-9900 black  
Size: 34-50 (+5 cm) 

Service Trousers
• Comfortable service trousers.
• Black in F-sizes.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm  

at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Spacious front 
pockets. Back pockets with flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra 
compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket. C42-64 can be 
extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. F-sizes in colour black.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65231320-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65231320-1700 brown  
Art no: 65231320-4100 red  
Art no: 65231320-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65231320-6700 navy  
Art no: 65231320-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65231320-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65231320-9900 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-120, (9900 F124-140) 

WORK TROUSERS WORK TROUSERS
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Winter Trousers
• Winter trousers, waterproof and highly insulated.
• Same features as craftsman trousers.
• Detachable braces.

Warm padded, wind and waterproof trousers in 2-layer Oxford Polyester 
with taped seams and good breathability. Seamless soft reflective strips 
featuring Jobman design at hem for optimal visibility. Detachable braces, 
with zipper at the back and velcro at the front. Also adjustable with elastic 
at waist. Extra warm and comfortable micro fleece lining at seat. Spacious 
front pockets. Left leg pocket with ID-card holder and mobile compartment. 
Ruler pocket on the right side. Pre-bent legs with knee protection pockets. 
Hammer loop on right side back from waistband. Drawstring at ankle 
prevent cold draughts. Strap with a push button for the possibility of 
attaching trousers to shoe. Zipper up to the knee simplifies dressing. Water 
column: 10000 mm. Breathability: 5000 g/m² 24h. 
Certified according to EN 342 for protection against cold. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 

Material: 100% Oxford polyester, 218 g/m2. 
Art no: 65293530-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Craftsman Shorts 
Stretch
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable zip-off holster pockets.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Shorts in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven fabric at leg 
pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced inside. These can be tucked into the front 
pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted back pockets. Hammer loop. 
Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, ID card pouch 
and phone pocket. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Material 2: 100% polyamide, 210 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65239770-9900 black  
Size: C44-62 
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SHORTS & PIRATE TROUSERS

Craftsman Shorts 
Stretch
• 4-way stretch in the entire shorts improves ease of 

movement and comfort.
• Rip-stop fabric increases durability and garment life.
• Crotch is further reinforced with stretch Cordura®.

Comfortable 4-way stretch in durable Rip-stop material. Crotch gusset 
with reinforced stretch Cordura®. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front 
pockets. Silicone rubber shirt-grip in waistband. Extra belt loops in largest 
sizes. Welted back pockets. Hammer loop, ruler pocket with knife pocket. 
Leg pocket with covered zip, ID card pouch and phone pocket. 

Material: 91% polyamide, 9% elastane, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65219618-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65219618-9999 black  
Size: C44-62 

Pirate Shorts Stretch 
• 4-way stretch in the entire trousers improves ease of 

movement and comfort.
• Rip-stop fabric increases durability and garment life. 
• Crotch is further reinforced with stretch Cordura®

Comfortable 4-way stretch in durable Rip-stop material. Crotch gusset 
with reinforced stretch Cordura®. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the 
front pockets. Silicone rubber shirt-grip in waistband. Extra belt loops in 
largest sizes. Welted back pockets. Hammer loop, ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, ID card pouch and phone pocket. 
Pre-bent knees and durable stretch Cordura® kneepad pockets with 
3M™ reflective piping and can be fitted in two positions. Mesh at back of 
knee for ventilation. Reflective details for optimal visibility at knee level. 
Reinforcements in Cordura® and polyamide. 

Material: 91% polyamide, 9% elastane, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65219518-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65219518-9999 black   
Size: C44-62, D84-124 
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SHORTS & PIRATE TROUSERS

Pirate Shorts Stretch
• Panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Smooth craftsman trousers in durable cavalry twill with crotch gusset 
panels in stretch Cordura® for extra flexibility. Kneepad pockets with 
side panels in stretch Cordura®. Pre-bent knees in durable FA™ and 
adjustable kneepads in two positions. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front 
pockets. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with 
knife pocket. Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and 
extra compartment. Drawstring at the end of the leg. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 280 g/m².  
Stretch: 92% polyamide Cordura®, 8% elastane, 250 g/m². 
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65216718-9999 black  
Size: C44-62, D84-124 

Craftsman Shorts 
Stretch
• Crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Smooth and durable cavalry twill.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Smooth craftsman shorts in durable cavalry twill with crotch gusset panels 
in stretch Cordura® for extra flexibility. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front 
pockets. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with 
knife pocket. Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and 
extra compartment. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Stretch: 92% polyamide Cordura®, 8% elastane, 250 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65216818-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65216818-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65216818-9999 black  
Size: C44-62 
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SHORTS & PIRATE TROUSERS

Floorlayers Pirate 
Shorts Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives.
• Adjustable at bottom leg.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels at 
the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Holster pockets with 
extra compartments and extra zip. Welted back pockets. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pocket. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions for optimal fit.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65236220-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C42-62, D84-120 

Pirate Shorts Core
• Our Core quality fabric gives superb durability  

and comfort.
• Pre-bent legs with durable knee pockets in 

DuPont™Kevlar®.
• Available in D-sizes.

Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength of polyester and 
softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. Inset front 
pockets. Reinforced holster pockets with extra compartments and tool 
band. Phone pocket and snaplink in front. Reinforced back pockets. Ruler 
pocket with knife button. Left leg pocket with zipper, ID card pocket, phone 
compartment and tool compartment. Pre-bent legs with knee pockets in 
DuPont™Kevlar®. With two positions for kneepads. Reflective piping above 
knees. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with knee pad 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65228119-9899 grey/black  
Size: C44-62, D92-120 
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Service Shorts
• Comfortable service shorts with functional pockets.
• Easy-care quality.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Spacious front 
pockets. Back pockets with flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and 
flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65272320-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65272320-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65272320-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65272320-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65272320-9999 black  
Size: C42-64  

Service shorts
• Mechanical twill is a hard-wearing, slightly stretchy 

polyester/cotton fabric. 
• Leg pocket with phone compartment. 
• Can be washed at 85°C.

Shorts in mechanical twill, a hard-wearing, slightly stretchy fabric. Tested 
to withstand washing at 85°C. A polyester/cotton blend fabric which is 
comfortable to wear and work in. Inset front pockets and back pockets. 
Reinforced ruler pocket with bellowed bottom edge and knife button. Leg 
pocket with phone compartment. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65243305-6700 navy  
Art no: 65243305-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65243305-9900 black  
Size: C42-62 

SHORTS & PIRATE TROUSERS
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Craftsman Shorts
• Comfortable craftsman shorts with functional pockets.
• Available in a large range of colours.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Holster pockets 
with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets with flap and 
velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro 
closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement in holster pockets.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65272220-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65272220-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65272220-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65272220-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65272220-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65272220-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65272220-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65272220-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 

SHORTS & PIRATE TROUSERS
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Pirate Shorts Cotton
• Durable 100% cotton, specially developed for Jobman.
• Lighter quality for cooler working environment.
• Drawstring at the end of the leg.

Reinforced details including holster pockets, back pockets and ruler pocket. 
Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Spacious 
front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer loop. Extra belt 
loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, 
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent knees for optimal 
fit. Knee pockets in durable Cordura® with reflective piping. Kneepads can 
be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Reflective piping and drawstring at 
the end of the leg. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65273411-9999 black  
Size: C44-62, D88-124 

Craftsman Shorts 
Cotton
• Durable 100% cotton, specially developed for 

Jobman.
• Lighter quality for cooler working environment.
• Reinforced details including holster pockets, back 

pockets and ruler pocket.

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Spacious 
front pockets. back pockets with reinforced inside. hammer loop. Extra belt 
loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, 
phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket.  

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65273311-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65273311-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65273311-9999 black  
Size: C44-62 

SHORTS & PIRATE TROUSERS
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OVERALLS

Service Overalls
• Easy-care, hardwearing polyester/cotton.
• Leg zips make these overalls easy to get on and off.
• Industrial laundry 85°C.

Basic functions for service personnel and mechanics. Suitable for 
industrial laundering at 85°C. Concealed two-way zip. Chest pockets with 
flap. Back pockets with flap. Inset front pockets. Side slits. Adjustable 
elasticated waist. Adjustable sleeve with snap fastener. Open leg pocket 
with extra compartment and ruler pocket. Leg pocket with flap and phone 
compartment. Internal kneepad pockets. Leg zips to knee. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65432723-6765 navy/royal blue  
Art no: 65432723-9941 black/red  
Art no: 65432723-9997 black/grey  
Size: C46-62 

Service Overalls 
cotton
• 100% cotton.
• Industrial laundry 85°C.
• External knee pad pockets.

Suitable for industrial laundering at 85°C. Basic features for service 
personnel and mechanics. External knee pad pockets. Concealed buttons 
up to top of collar. Right chest pocket with flap. Left chest pocket with pen 
compartment. Inset front pockets. Back pockets. Side slits. Adjustable 
waistband and sleeves. Rule pocket. External knee pad pockets.  

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65414511-6600 navy  
Size: C46-62 
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OVERALLS

Service Overall
• Mechanical twill is a hard-wearing, slightly stretchy 

polyester/cotton fabric.
• Rubber buttons reduce the risk of scratches.
• Can be washed at 85°C.

Service overalls in mechanical twill, a hard-wearing, slightly stretchy fabric. 
Tested to withstand washing at 85°C. A polyester/cotton blend fabric which 
is comfortable to wear and work in. Concealed two-way front zip. Chest 
pocket with ID card pouch and mobile pocket. Large front pockets and inset 
back pockets. Adjustable waist with velcro. Large leg pocket with mobile 
pocket and extra compartment. Pre-bent knees for comfort. Rubber buttons 
reduce the risk of scratches. Can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65432105-6700 navy  
Art no: 65432105-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65432105-9900 black  
Size: S-XXL (+5 cm) 

Service Overalls
• Easy-care, hardwearing polyester/cotton.
• External kneepad pockets.
• Industrial laundry 85°C.

Basic features for service personnel and mechanics. Suitable for industrial 
laundering at 85°C. Concealed zip. Chest pockets with flap and pen 
compartment. Adjustable waist. Side slits. Adjustable sleeves. Inset front 
pockets. Back pockets, right with flap. Leg pocket with flap and open 
compartment. Rule pocket. External knee pad pockets.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65432223-9900 black  
Size: C44-62 
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Winter Overalls
• Overalls with a thick quilted lining.
• Reflective strips on legs and reflective piping on yoke. 
• Zip up to hips on legs makes them easier to get on 

and off.

Warmly lined overall with quilting on body and arms. Double inner pockets 
with mobile phone pocket. Elasticated waist. Belt with buckle. Concealed 
stretch in back for comfort. Soft poly-jersey inside collar. Drawstring 
collar. Adjustable removable padded hood. Yoke with reflective piping and 
adjustable shoulders. Reinforced sleeves, yoke, shoulders, hood, seat 
and legs. Zipped sleeve pocket. Napoleon pocket with zip inside front flap. 
Chest pockets with flap. Concealed zipped front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Rule pocket. Reinforced polyamide. Zip up to hips on legs. Adjustable 
hems with elastic and snap fasteners. Reflective strips. Zip for embroidery/
printing.  

Material: 100% polyester, 190 g/m². 
Art no: 65436032-9799 grey/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Winter overalls 
• Lightweight quilt lining for flexibility.
• Polyester with PU-coated inside for water and wind 

resistance.
• Zip up to hips on legs makes them easier to get on 

and off.

Lightweight quilt lined winter overall. Polyester with PU-coated inside for 
water and wind resistance. Two-way zip with storm flap up to collar. Breast 
pockets with flap. Napoleon pocket under storm flap. Side slant front 
pockets. Back pockets with flap. Inner pocket with phone compartment. 
Elasticised waist. Internal knit cuff in sleeve with thumb grip. Zip up to hips 
on legs. Internal kneepad pockets. Reflective strips on leg. Rubber-coated 
buttons.  

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65444532-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 

OVERALLS
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Jacket Windblocker
• Windproof and water-repellent.
•	 Jobman	reflective	strips	for	visibility.
•	 Adjustable	drawstring	at	hem.

Jacket	in	3-layer	softshell	with	birdseye	knit	on	the	outside,	wind	and	water-
repellent	membrane	and	fleece	inside.	The	jacket	is	light	and	smooth	with	
room	for	movement.	Adjustable	drawstring	at	hem.	Protects	against	wind	
and	light	rain	(10000	mm	water	column,	untaped	seams)	and	has	good	
breathability.	Reinforcements	in	black	fabric	on	exposed	parts.	Black	ribbed	
cuffs	on	sleeves.	Spacious	front	pockets	with	zip.	Chest	pocket	with	zip	and	
D-ring	for	ID	card	holder.	Front	zip	with	inside	storm	flap	to	protect	against	
draughts	and	chafing	of	the	chin.	Zip	puller	with	reflective	details.	Seamless	
soft	reflective	strips	featuring	Jobman	design.	Reflective	strips	on	the	
shoulders	and	in	the	lower	back	for	optimal	visibility. 

Material: 100% polyester, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65119173-6599 royal blue/black  
Art no: 65119173-6799 navy blue/black   
Art no: 65119173-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65119173-9999 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Women’s Softshell 
Jacket
•	 Comfortable	softshell	jacket	with	fleece	inside.
• Windproof and water repellent.
•	 Thumb	grip	in	cuff.

Windproof	and	water	repellent	tripled-layered	softshell	with	fleece	inside.	
Chest	pocket	with	zipper	and	D-ring	for	ID	card	holder.	Spacious	front	
pockets	with	zip.	Inside	pockets.	Elasticated	cuffs	with	thumb	grip.	
Adjustable	drawstring	hem.	YKK	front	zip. 

Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane + 
inside: 100% polyester fleece, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65120371-1000 white  
Art no: 65120371-6700 navy  
Art no: 65120371-9898 dark grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65120371-9900 black  
Size: XS-XXL 
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Softshell Jacket
•	 Comfortable	jacket	in	tripled-layered	softshell.
• Windproof and water repellent.
•	 Thumb	grip	in	cuff.

Windproof	and	water	repellent	tripled-layered	softshell	with	fleece	inside.	
Chest	pocket	with	ID	card	pocket.	Spacious	front	pockets	with	zip.	Inside	
pockets.	Elasticated	cuffs	with	thumb	grip.	Adjustable	drawstring	hem.	YKK	
front	zip. 

Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane + 
inside: 100% polyester fleece, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65120171-1000 white  
Art no: 65120171-1700 brown  
Art no: 65120171-3000 orange  
Art no: 65120171-4100 red  
Art no: 65120171-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65120171-6700 navy  
Art no: 65120171-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65120171-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65120171-9898 dark grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65120171-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Softshell Vest
•	 Comfortable	lightweight	vest	in	tripled-layered	softshell.	
• Windproof and water repellent.
•	 Adjustable	drawstring	hem.

Windproof	and	water	repellent	tripled-layered	softshell.	Chest	pocket	with	
ID	card	pocket.	Spacious	front	pockets	with	zip.	Inside	pockets.	Elasticated	
armholes.	Adjustable	drawstring	hem.	YKK	front	zip. 

Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane + 
inside: 100% polyester fleece, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65750271-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65750271-1700 brown  
Art no: 65750271-3000 orange  
Art no: 65750271-4100 red  
Art no: 65750271-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65750271-6700 navy  
Art no: 65750271-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65750271-9898 dark grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65750271-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 
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Pile Jacket
•	 Warm	double	face	pile.
•	 Zipped	pockets.
•	 Drawstring	at	hem.

Pile	jacket	with	woven	fabric	at	elbows	and	chest	pocket.	Zipped	front	
pockets.	Chest	pocket	is	suitable	for	print/logo.	Elasticated	edging	in	
contrast	colour	at	front,	around	collar	and	cuffs.	Adjustable	drawstring	at	hem. 

Material: 100% polyester, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65516157-9900 black  
Art no: 65516157-9930 black/orange  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Women’s Flex Jacket
•	 Smooth	polyester	with	brushed	inside.
•	 Mesh	fabric	in	pockets	for	extra	ventilation.
•	 Thumb	grip	in	cuffs.

Jacket	in	polyester	with	brushed	inside,	recommended	as	middle	layer	
(Layer	2).	Front	zip	with	contrast	colour	and	with	storm	flap.	Modern	fit.	
Hidden	zip	in	front	pockets.	Mesh	fabric	in	pockets	for	extra	ventilation.	
Thumb	grip	in	cuffs.	Available	for	men,	style	5158. 

Material: 100% polyester, 215 g/m². 
Art no: 65517856-9900 black  
Art no: 65517856-9930 black/orange  
Size: XS-XXL 

Flex Jacket 
•	 Smooth	polyester	with	brushed	inside.
•	 Mesh	fabric	in	pockets	for	extra	ventilation.
•	 Thumb	grip	in	cuffs.

Jacket	in	polyester	with	brushed	inside,	recommended	as	middle	layer	
(Layer	2).	Front	zip	with	contrast	colour	and	with	storm	flap.	Modern	fit.	
Hidden	zip	in	front	pockets.	Mesh	fabric	in	pockets	for	extra	ventilation.	
Thumb	grip	in	cuffs.	Available	for	women,	style	5178. 

Material: 100% polyester, 215 g/m². 
Art no: 65515856-9900 black  
Art no: 65515856-9930 black/orange  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Padded Isolation 
Jacket
•	 Quilted	lining	on	body	to	keep	you	warm.
•	 Polyester	sleeves	make	jacket	smooth.
•	 Can	be	used	as	outerwear	or	as	a	layer	2	garment.

Jacket	with	quilt-lined	body	and	smooth	polyester	in	sides	and	sleeves.	Rip-
stop	polyamide	on	torso	provides	durability.	Quilted	lining	on	body	to	keep	
you	warm.	Polyester	sleeves	make	jacket	smooth.	Chest	pocket	with	ID	
card	pouch.	Large	front	zip	pockets.	Adjustable	waist.	Thumb	grip	in	cuffs.	 

Material: 100% quilt ripstop polyamide, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65518253-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Softshell Jacket
•	 Water-repellent	softshell.
•	 Wind	resistant	membrane.
•	 Warming	fleece	lining.

Water-repellent	softshell	with	windproof	membrane.	Fleece	lining.	Chest	
pocket	with	ID	card	holder.	Spacious	front	pockets.	Inside	pockets.	
Adjustable	waist	and	cuffs.	 

Material: 100% polyester, 265 g/m². 
Art no: 65120871-1000 white  
Art no: 65120871-6400 ocean  
Size: S-3XL 

JACKETS & VESTS
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Softshell Jacket
•	 3-layer	softshell	with	a	membrane	and	fleece	lining.
•	 Reinforced	with	Cordura®	at	stress	points.
•	 Reflective	zip	in	front	and	a	reflective	strip	over	the	
back	yoke.

Jacket	in	3-layer	Micro	Rip-stop	softshell	with	a	weatherproof	membrane	
and	fleece	lining	that	make	the	jacket	breathable.	Reinforced	with	Cordura® 
over	the	yoke,	the	elbows	and	the	front	pockets.	Spacious	front	pockets	
with	zips	and	a	chest	pocket	with	ID	card	pouch.	Inside	pockets.	Adjustable	
waist	and	cuffs.	Front	zip	in	reflective	material.	Reflective	strip	over	the	yoke. 

Material: 95% polyester, 5% elastane, 360 g/m². 
Art no: 65124893-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65124893-9998 black/dark grey  
Size: S–3XL 

Softshell Jacket
•	 Knitted	softshell	with	reinforced	shoulders	and	front.
•	 Excellent	breathability	and	wind	repellent	qualities.
•	 Front	pockets	with	zip.

Knitted	softshell	with	membrane	provides	excellent	breathability	and	wind	
repellent	qualities.	Fleece	lining	keep	you	warm.	Chest	pocket	with	ID	card	
slot,	spacious	front	pockets	with	zip.	Inside	pockets.	Reinforced	at	the	
shoulders	and	front.	Adjustable	waist	and	thumb	holes	in	the	cuffs.	 

Material: 100% polyester, 455 g/m². 
Art no: 65124773-9341 grey melange/red  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Winter Jacket 
Softshell
•	 Lightweight,	flexible	softshell	quality.
•	 Adapted	linings	for	different	zones.
•	 Detachable	hood	by	snap	fastener	for	improved	safety.

Warm	padded,	light	and	comfortable	jacket	in	softshell	fabric.	Removable	
hood	with	drawstring	and	snap	fasteners.	Front	pockets	with	zippers	behind	
pocket	pipes.	Spacious	inner	pocket	in	mesh	for	gloves	and	beanie.	Access	
zip	in	lower	back	to	allow	for	embroidery.	Quilted	lining	in	body	(140	g/m²	)	
and	sleeves	(120	g/m²),	micro	fleece	lined	over	shoulders	and	part	of	the	
back.	Functional	net	lining	in	middle	back	for	good	moisture	transport.	The	
jacket	is	adjustable	with	drawstring	at	hem.	Discreet	reflective	piping	in	the	
back	provides	better	visibility.	Front	zip	with	storm	flap	and	snap	fasteners.	
Cuffs,	half	of	ribbed	material	and	half	of	shell	fabric. 
Water	column:	3000	mm.	Breathability:	1000	g/m²	24h.	Impregnated	with	
dirt and water repellent. 

Material: shell fabric in 100% polyester, knitted softshell with inside 
fleece (white 94% polyester, 6% elastan), 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65104078-1000 white   
Art no: 65104078-6700 navy  
Art no: 65104078-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65104078-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Women’s Winter 
Jacket Softshell
•	 Lightweight,	flexible	softshell	quality.
•	 Adapted	linings	for	different	zones.
•	 Detachable	hood	by	snap	fastener	for	improved	
safety.

Warm	padded,	light	and	comfortable	women’s	softshell	jacket.	Removable	
hood	with	drawstring	and	snap	fasteners.	Front	pockets	with	zippers	behind	
pocket	pipes.	Spacious	inner	pocket	in	mesh	for	gloves	and	beanie.	Access	
zip	in	lower	back	to	allow	for	embroidery.	Quilted	lining	in	body	(140	g/m²)	
and	sleeves	(120	g/m²),	micro	fleece	lined	over	shoulders	and	part	of	the	
back.	Functional	net	lining	in	middle	back	for	good	moisture	transport.	The	
jacket	is	adjustable	with	drawstring	at	hem.	Discreet	reflective	piping	in	the	
back	provides	better	visibility.	Front	zip	with	storm	flap	and	snap	fasteners.	
Cuffs,	half	of	ribbed	material	and	half	of	shell	fabric. 
Water	column:	3000	mm.	Breathability:	1000	g/m²	24h.	Impregnated	with	
dirt and water repellent. 

Material: shell fabric in 100% polyester, knitted softshell with inside 
fleece, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65104178-6700 navy  
Art no: 65104178-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65104178-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

JACKETS & VESTS
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Service Jacket
•	 Comfortable	easy-care	service	jacket.	
•	 Extended	back	for	extra	comfort.	
•	 Reflective	details	on	front	and	back.

Service	jacket	in	easy-care	polyester/cotton.	Two	chest	pockets	with	velcro	
closure,	D-ring	on	left	chest	pocket	for	ID	card.	Brushed	soft	polyester	
inside	collar.	Front	pockets	with	zip.	Three	inside	pockets,	two	open	and	
one	for	a	mobile	phone.	Adjustable	cuff.	Reflective	strips	at	the	front	on	the	
flap.	Extended	back	with	reflective	piping. 
 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65132720-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65132720-1700 brown  
Art no: 65132720-4100 red  
Art no: 65132720-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65132720-6700 navy  
Art no: 65132720-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65132720-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65132720-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Service Vest
•	 Comfortable	easy-care	service	vest.	
•	 Extended	back	for	extra	comfort.	
•	 Reflective	details	on	front	and	back.

Service	vest	in	easy-care	polyester/cotton.	Two	chest	pockets	with	velcro	
closure,	D-ring	on	left	chest	pocket	for	ID	card.	Brushed	soft	polyester	
inside	collar.	Front	pockets	with	zip.	Three	inside	pockets,	two	open	and	
one	for	a	mobile	phone.	Reflective	strips	at	the	front	on	the	flap.	Extended	
back	with	reflective	piping. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65750720-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65750720-1700 brown  
Art no: 65750720-4100 red  
Art no: 65750720-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65750720-6700 navy  
Art no: 65750720-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65750720-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65750720-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Service Jacket Lined
•	 Comfortable	lined	service	jacket.	
•	 Extended	back	for	extra	comfort.	
•	 Reflective	details	on	front	and	back.

Quilt	lined	service	jacket	in	easy-care	polyester/cotton.	Two	chest	pockets	
with	velcro	closure,	D-ring	on	left	chest	pocket	for	ID	card.	Brushed	soft	
polyester	inside	collar.	Front	pockets	with	zip.	Two	inside	pockets,	one	
large	one	for	documents	and	one	for	a	mobile	phone.	Adjustable	cuffs	and	
hem.	Reflective	strips	at	the	front	on	the	flap.	Extended	back	with	reflective	
piping. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65131720-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65131720-1700 brown  
Art no: 65131720-4100 red  
Art no: 65131720-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65131720-6700 navy  
Art no: 65131720-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65131720-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65131720-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Service Vest Lined
•	 Comfortable	lined	service	vest.	
•	 Extended	back	for	extra	comfort.	
•	 Reflective	details	on	front	and	back.

Quilt	lined	service	vest	in	easy-care	polyester/cotton.	Two	chest	pockets	
with	velcro	closure,	D-ring	on	left	chest	pocket	for	ID	card.	Brushed	soft	
polyester	inside	collar.	Front	pockets	with	zip.	Two	inside	pockets,	one	
large	one	for	documents	and	one	for	a	mobile	phone.	Adjustable	hem.	
Reflective	strips	at	the	front	on	the	flap.	Extended	back	with	reflective	
piping. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65751720-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65751720-1700 brown  
Art no: 65751720-4100 red  
Art no: 65751720-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65751720-6700 navy  
Art no: 65751720-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65751720-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65751720-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Unlined Cotton Jacket
•	 100%	cotton	for	maximum	comfort.
•	 Classic	model	in	heavy-duty	cotton.
•	 Extended	lower	back.

Unlined	jacket	in	cotton	with	contrasts	on	sides	and	part	of	sleeve.	
Heavy-duty	cotton	specially	developed	for	Jobman.	Extended	lower	back.	
Spacious	front	pockets.	Right	chest	pockets	with	ID	card	pouch	and	phone	
pocket.	Inside	pockets	on	both	sides.	Metal	zip	with	external	storm	flap	with	
snaps.	Adjustable	waist	and	cuffs.	 

Material: 100% cotton, 370 g/m². 
Art no: 65113913-6799 navy/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Craftsman Vest Core
•	 Zip	at	sides	to	adjust	size.
•	 Polyamide	reinforced	pockets.
•	 Hammer	loop	on	both	sides.

Ring-spun	cotton/polyester	is	a	fabric	with	strength	of	polyester	and	
softness	of	cotton,	which	gives	superb	durability	and	comfort.	Chest	
pockets	with	ID	card	pocket,	knife	button	and	glove	compartments.	
Expandable	at	sides	to	adjust	width.	Reinforced	holster	pockets.	Spacious	
front	pockets.	Hammer	loop	on	both	sides.	Reinforced	back	pockets. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65738119-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65738119-9999 black  
Size: S-3XL 
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Service Jacket
•	 Essential	features	ideal	for	most	service	and	 
industrial	jobs.

•	 High	colourfastness,	i.e.	doesn’t	fade	easily.
•	 Can	withstand	industrial	laundry	at	85°C.

Service	jacket	in	easy-care	polyester/cotton.	Essential	features	ideal	for	
most	service	and	industrial	jobs.	High	colourfastness,	i.e.	doesn’t	fade	
easily.	Can	withstand	industrial	laundry	at	85°C.	Chest	pocket	on	right-hand	
side	with	phone	pocket	and	D-ring.	Zip	up	to	top	of	collar	with	internal	storm	
flap.	Inset	front	pockets.	Waist	and	sleeves	adjustable	with	rubber-coated	
snap	fasteners.	Extended	back.	Zipped	inner	pocket	on	left-hand	side.	
Right	inner	pocket	with	velcro	closure	and	a	document	pocket.	Sizes	up	to	
5XL	in	black. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65133723-6700 navy  
Art no: 65133723-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65133723-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL, (+9900 4XL, 5XL) 

Pilot Jacket
•	 Lightweight	pilot	jacket	that	allows	freedom	of	
movement.

•	 Quilted	lining.
•	 Chest	pocket	with	zip.

Winter	jacket	in	durable	polyester.	Quilted	lining	for	freedom	of	movement	
and	comfort.	Elasticated	waist	and	cuffs.	Pilot	jacket	made	from	durable	
water-repellent	polyester	with	smooth	quilted	lining.	Warming	pile	lining	in	
collar.	Chest	pockets	and	sleeve	pocket	with	zip	and	front	pockets.	Inside	
pocket	with	compartments	for	phone.	D-ring	for	ID	card	pouch.	In	black	up	
to	size	5XL. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65135739-1000 white  
Art no: 65135739-6700 navy  
Art no: 65135739-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65135739-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL, (+9900 4XL, 5XL) 
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Shell Jacket
•	 Wind	and	waterproof	with	taped	seams.
•	 Breathable	for	extra	comfort.
•	 Detachable	hood	for	improved	safety.

Wind	and	waterproof	shell	jacket	with	taped	seams.	Breathable	thanks	to	a	
layering	system.	Mesh	lining	creates	a	layer	of	air	and	supports	ventilation.	
Spacious	double	chest	pockets;	two	with	flaps	and	velcro	closure	and	two	
with	watertight	zip.	Front	pockets	with	flap	and	zip.	Three	inside	pockets,	
two	with	mesh	and	zip,	one	with	velcro	closure.	Adjustable	sleeves	and	
hem.	Hood	with	drawstring,	detachable	with	snap	fasteners.	 
Water	column:	23000	mm.	Breathability:	3300	g/m²	24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65128436-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65128436-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65128436-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL 
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Winter Jacket
•	 Wind	and	waterproof	with	taped	seams.
•	 Reflective	details	on	pockets	and	on	lower	back.
•	 Detachable	hood	for	improved	safety.

Wind	and	waterproof	quilted	jacket	with	taped	seams.	Spacious	double	
chest	pockets;	two	with	flaps	and	velcro	closure	and	two	with	watertight	
zip.	Front	pockets	with	flap	and	zip.	Three	inside	pockets,	two	with	zips	
one	with	velcro	closure.	Adjustable	sleeves	and	hem.	Reflective	details	on	
pockets	and	on	lower	back.	Quilted	hood	with	drawstring,	detachable	with	
snap	fasteners.	Water	column:	23000	mm.	Breathability:	3300	g/m²	24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65138436-6799 navy blue/black   
Art no: 65138436-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65138436-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Shell Jacket 
•	 Flexible,	all-weather,	Layer	3	Jacket.
•	 Durable	and	waterproof	polyamide.
•	 Reflective	piping	on	yoke.

Waterproof	shell	jacket	in	durable	polyamide.	Concealed	hood	with	
reflective	piping.	Reflective	piping	on	yoke.	Chest	pocket	with	ID	card	
pouch.	Napoleon	pocket	on	chest.	Inside	pockets	with	zip	and	phone	
pocket.	Large	front	pockets.	Adjustable	waist,	hem	and	cuffs.	Water	
column:	16000	mm.	Breathability:	9700	g/m²	24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 190 g/m². 
Art no: 65127049-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 
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Winter Jacket
•	 Lightweight,	smooth	winter	jacket.
•	 Wind	and	waterproof	with	taped	seams.
•	 Detachable	hood	for	improved	safety.

Warm	padded,	wind	and	waterproof	jacket	with	good	breathability	in	2-layer	
polyamide	taslan,	with	taped	seams.	Reinforcement	with	Oxford	polyester.	
Seamless	soft	reflective	strips	featuring	Jobman	design	on	the	shoulders	
and	lower	back	for	optimal	visibility.	Front	zip	with	double	storm	flap,	
protects	against	cold	air	and	prevents	rain	penetration.	Soft,	comfortable	
pile	on	the	inside	of	collar	and	inside	over	shoulders.	Ventilation	at	back	
yoke.	Removable	hood	with	drawstring	and	snap	fasteners.	Adjustable	
drawstring	at	hem,	slightly	longer	at	back.	Soft	ribbed	cuffs	with	thumb	grip	
on	the	inside	and	adjustable	on	outside	with	velcro.	Two	generous	chest	
pockets	with	zips,	one	with	Napoleon	pocket	under	the	storm	flap.	D-ring	
for	ID	card	holder	in	right	chest	pocket.	Two	spacious	front	pockets	with	
hidden	zip.	Two	mesh	inner	pockets	for	e.g.	gloves.	 
Water	column:	11000	mm.	Breathability:	6000	g/m²	24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	342	for	protection	against	cold. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyamide, taslan, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65103530-9999 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Winter Parka
•	 Winter	parka,	waterproof	and	highly	insulated.
•	 Generous	pockets	with	easy-to-grab-on	Zip-pullers.
•	 Detachable	hood	by	snap	fastener	for	improved	safety.

Warm	padded,	wind	and	waterproof	parkas	with	good	breathability	in	
2-layer	polyamide	taslan,	with	taped	seams.	Reinforcement	with	Oxford	
polyester.	Seamless	soft	reflective	strips	featuring	Jobman	design	on	
the	shoulders	and	lower	back	for	optimal	visibility.	Front	zip	with	double	
storm	flap,	protects	against	cold	air	and	prevents	rain	penetration.	
Soft,	comfortable	pile	on	the	inside	of	collar	and	inside	over	shoulders.	
Ventilation	at	back	yoke.	In	size	Large,	the	garment	measures	90	cm	from	
neck	to	hem	at	center	back.	Removable	hood	with	drawstring	and	snap	
fasteners.	Adjustable	drawstring	at	waist.	Soft	ribbed	cuffs	with	thumb	grip	
on	the	inside	and	adjustable	on	outside	with	velcro.	Two	generous	chest	
pockets	with	zips,	one	with	Napoleon	pocket	under	the	storm	flap.	D-ring	
for	ID	card	holder	in	right	chest	pocket.	Two	spacious	front	pockets	with	
hidden	zip.	Two	mesh	inner	pockets	for	e.g.	gloves.	 
Water	column:	11000	mm.	Breathability:	6000	g/m²	24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	342	for	protection	against	cold. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyamide, taslan, 200 g/m2. 
Art no: 65133530-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

JACKETS & VESTS
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Winter Jacket
•	 Longer	jacket	with	pile	lining	on	top	half	for	extra	warmth.
•	 Quilted	lining	on	bottom	half	and	sleeves	for	flexible	
comfort.

•	 Reinforced	Rip-stop	wear	panels	on	shoulders	and	
forearms.

A	slightly	longer	jacket	with	detachable	hood.	Pile	lining	combined	with	
quilted	lining	for	warmth	and	ease	of	movement.	Rip-stop	wear	panels	on	
forearms	and	shoulders.	Dark	reflective	strips	on	shoulders	visible	when	
needed.	Zip	front	pockets	and	chest	pocket	with	inset	ID	card	pouch.	
Double	inside	pockets. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 230 g/m². 
Art no: 65126144-9999 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Winter Jacket
•	 100%	cotton	for	maximum	comfort.
•	 Classic	model	in	heavy-duty	cotton.
•	 High	visibility	fabric	on	yoke	and	reflectives	on	sleeves.

Pile	lining	on	body,	quilt	lined	sleeves.	Right	chest	pocket	with	flap	and	
phone	pocket.	Left	chest	pocket	with	extra	compartments.	Hand	warmer	
pockets	under	chest	pockets.	Generous	front	pockets.	Inside	phone	pocket.	
Double	inner	pockets.	Extended	back	and	adjustable	waist	and	sleeves.	
Zip	with	storm	flap	extending	to	top	of	collar.	High	visibility	fabric	on	yoke	
and	reflectives	on	sleeves. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65117913-9921 black/yellow  
Size: S-3XL 

JACKETS & VESTS
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62 SHELL & RAINWEAR

How does our shell and rainwear work?
 
Water column and breathability
A fabric’s impermeability is measured in millimetres water column 
(mmwc). This is measured by stretching 10 cm2 of fabric over an 
equally large tube. The tube is filled with water and the height 
of the water column is measured when the first drop of water 
penetrates through the fabric. A fabric is classified as waterproof 
when it has a water column of 2,000 mm or more.  

A fabric’s breathability is measured in grams per square metre 
in 24 hours (g/m2/24 hrs or MVP). The higher the value, the 
easier it is for the fabric to allow excess humidity and water 
vapour to evaporate. These two values are both needed in 
order to determine a garment’s properties. 

A high water column/denser fabric can have poor breathability. 
A garment with good breathability is more comfortable to wear 
and helps prevent the garment from feeling damp inside.

Taped seams
For the garment to be considered completely waterproof, the 
garment’s seams must be taped otherwise water will penetrate 
through the seams. This means that a tape is placed over the 
seams inside the garment. Completely waterproof garments have 
all seams taped and water-resistant garments have the most 
critical seams taped. Using a jacket as an example, the seams 
over the shoulders as well as the front and back seams, which 
are at risk of being exposed to the most moisture, are taped.
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SHELL & RAINWEAR

Shell Jacket 
• Flexible, all-weather, Layer 3 Jacket.
• Durable and waterproof polyamide.
•	 Reflective	piping	on	yoke.

Waterproof shell jacket in durable polyamide. Concealed hood with 
reflective	piping.	Reflective	piping	on	yoke.	Chest	pocket	with	ID	card	
pouch.	Napoleon	pocket	on	chest.	Inside	pockets	with	zip	and	phone	
pocket. Large front pockets. Adjustable waist, hem and cuffs.  
Water column: 16000 mm. Breathability: 9700 g/m² 24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 190 g/m². 
Art no: 65127049-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 

Shell Trousers
• Shell trousers in durable and waterproof polyamide.
• Water column: 16000 mm.
• Breathability: 9700 g/m² 24h.

Waterproof	shell	trousers	in	durable	polyamide.	Adjustable	waist.	Extended	
back stops cold draughts. Spacious front pockets. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets where kneepads can be 
positioned	at	two	heights.	Reflective	piping.	Adjustable	ankle-cuff	and	
hook which can be attached to the shoe laces. Water column: 16000 mm. 
Breathability: 9700 g/m² 24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	14404:2004+A1:2010	Type	2	Level	1	together	
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 190 g/m². 
Art no: 65226249-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 
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Shell Jacket
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams.
• Breathable for extra comfort.
• Detachable hood for improved safety.

Wind and waterproof shell jacket with taped seams. Breathable thanks to a 
layering system. Mesh lining creates a layer of air and supports ventilation. 
Spacious	double	chest	pockets;	two	with	flaps	and	velcro	closure	and	two	
with	watertight	zip.	Front	pockets	with	flap	and	zip.	Three	inside	pockets,	
two	with	mesh	and	zip,	one	with	velcro	closure.	Adjustable	sleeves	and	
hem. Hood with drawstring, detachable with snap fasteners.  
Water column: 23000 mm. Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65128436-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65128436-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65128436-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Shell Trousers
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams.
• Adjustable at waist and at ankle hem.
• Pre-bent knees.

Wind and waterproof shell trousers with taped seams. Breathable thanks 
to a layering system. Mesh lining creates a layer of air and supports 
ventilation.	Front	pockets	with	flap	and	zip.	Adjustable	at	waist	and	at	ankle	
hem. Water column: 23000 mm. Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. Matching 
jacket is 1284. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear.	 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65293436-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

SHELL & RAINWEAR
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Shell Jacket Hi-Vis 
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams. 
• Breathable for extra comfort. 
• Detachable hood for improved safety.

Wind and waterproof shell jacket with taped seams. Breathable thanks to a 
layering system. Mesh lining creates a layer of air and supports ventilation. 
Spacious	double	chest	pockets;	two	with	flaps	and	velcro	closure	and	two	
with	watertight	zip.	Front	pockets	with	flap	and	zip.	Three	inside	pockets,	
two	with	mesh	and	zip,	one	with	velcro	closure.	Adjustable	sleeves	and	
hem. Hood with drawstring, detachable with snap fasteners.  
Water column: 23000 mm. Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 
Certified	Class	3	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65128362-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65128362-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65128362-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Hi-Vis Shell Trousers
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams.
• Adjustable at waist and at ankle hem.
• Pre-bent knees.

Wind and waterproof Hi-Vis shell trousers with taped seams. Breathable 
thanks to a layering system. Mesh lining creates a layer of air and supports 
ventilation.	Front	pockets	with	flap	and	zip.	Adjustable	at	waist	and	at	ankle	
hem. Water column: 23000 mm. Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. Matching 
jacket is 1283. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear.	 
Certified	Class	2	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65293362-2100 yellow  
Size: XS-4XL 

SHELL & RAINWEAR
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Shell Jacket Hi-Vis 
•	 The	seams	are	taped	and	the	zips	are	watertight	to	

stop the rain getting in.
• The fabric is water repellent, as demonstrated by its 

ability to withstand a water column of 13000 mm.
• High breathability (11500 g/m² 24h) perfect for 

layering.

Shell jacket in 100% polyester with PU-coated inside, taped seams and 
lining. The fabric is water repellent with high breathability. Double inside 
pockets,	left	pocket	with	zip	and	extra	compartment	for	phone,	right-hand	
A5	size.	Zip	extends	to	top	of	collar	with	storm	flap	and	snap	fasteners/
velcro.	Concealed	chest	pocket	and	front	pockets	with	watertight	zip.	
Sleeve	pocket	with	ID	card	pouch	and	watertight	zip.	Adjustable	cuffs	and	
drawstring hem. Adjustable hood inset in collar. Water column: 13000 mm. 
Breathability: 11500 g/m² 24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 
Certified	Class	3	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65127341-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65127341-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65127341-3199 orange/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Shell Trousers Hi-Vis 
• Shell trousers in durable and water repellent 

polyester.
• Water column: 13.000 mm. 
• Breathability: 11500 g/m² 24h.

Water repellent shell trousers made from hardwearing polyester PU-coated. 
The seams are taped to stop the rain getting in. Perfect for layering. 
Adjustable	waist	and	belt	loops.	Extended	back	stops	cold	draughts.	
Spacious	front	pockets	with	flap.	Ruler	pocket	with	knife	pocket.	Pre-bent	
knees with kneepad pockets. Adjustable ankle-cuffs.  
Water column: 13000 mm. Breathability: 11500 g/m² 24h. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 
Certified	Class	2	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65226341-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65226341-2199 yellow/black  
Size: S-3XL 

SHELL & RAINWEAR
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Raincoat Hi-Vis 
• Sewn and welded seams.
•	 Zip	with	storm	flap.
•	 Certified	for	rainwear.

Hardwearing	raincoat	certified	in	hi-vis	class	3.	Certified	according	to	EU	
standard	EN	343,	which	means	that	it	is	approved	under	the	EU’s	rules	for	
protection	against	rain.	Sewn	and	welded	seams.	Zip	with	storm	flap.	Hood	
with cord. Large front pockets. Adjustable sleeves and waist. Raincoat is  
80	cm	long	in	size	Large. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 
Certified	Class	3	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65156658-2167 yellow/navy  
Size: S-3XL 

Rain Trousers Hi-Vis
• Sewn and welded seams. 
• Adjustable legs. 
•	 Certified	for	rainwear.		

Hardwearing	rain	trousers	certified	in	Class	2.	Certified	according	to	 
EN	343,	which	means	that	it	is	approved	under	the	EU’s	rules	for	protection	
against	rain.	Sewn	and	welded	seams.	Elasticated	with	drawstring	at	the	
waist. Adjustable legs.  
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 
Certified	Class	2	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65254658-2167 yellow/navy  
Size: S-XXL 

SHELL & RAINWEAR
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Raincoat Hi-Vis
• Hardwearing  and functional. 
• Sewn and welded seams.
•	 Certified	for	rainwear.

Hardwearing	raincoat	certified	in	hi-vis	class	3.	Certified	according	to	EU	
standard	EN	343,	which	means	that	it	is	approved	under	the	EU’s	rules	for	
protection against rain. Sewn and welded seams. 100 cm long in Large. 
Hood with cord. Adjustable sleeves. Sewn and welded seams. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 
Certified	Class	3	according	to	EN	ISO	20471. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65156558-2167 yellow/navy  
Size: S-XXL 
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Rainsuit
• The jersey fabric is tear-resistant.
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Stretch function for excellent ease of movement.

The jersey fabric is tear-resistant, hardwearing and durable with a stretch 
function for excellent ease of movement. The soft material also remains 
flexible	even	when	it’s	cold.	Certified	under	the	EU	standard	EN343,	which	
means	that	it	is	approved	under	the	EU’s	rules	for	protection	against	rain.	
Sewn and welded seams. Detachable hood with snap fasteners. Velcro 
cuffs.	Front	pockets	with	flap.	Adjustable	elastic	cord	in	hem.	Reflective	
strips on shoulder and neck. The trousers have an elasticated waist and 
pocket	openings	in	the	front	with	flaps	for	easy	access	to	the	inside	pockets. 
Certified	according	to	EN	343	for	rainwear. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65653558-6700 navy  
Art no: 65653558-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

SHELL & RAINWEAR
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FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS

Hoodie Spun Dye
• Environmentally-friendly production with spun dye.
• Soil and dirt repellent reinforcements. 
• Spacious pockets with zips.

Hoodie made from ”spun-dyed” polyester. Spun dyeing is an 
environmentally friendly dyeing technique that consumes less water, energy 
and chemicals. Reinforcement fabric on high-wear areas with dirt repellent 
finish. Hood with drawstring. Spacious front pockets with zips. Zipped chest 
pockets, D-ring inside for ID card holder. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65530356-6599 royal blue/black  
Art no: 65530356-9499 black melange/black  
Art no: 65530356-9999 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Jacket Spun Dye
• Environmentally-friendly production with spun dye.
• Soil and dirt repellent reinforcements. 
• Spacious pockets with zips.

Zipped jacket made from ”spun-dyed” polyester. Spun dyeing is an 
environmentally friendly dyeing technique that consumes less water, 
energy and chemicals. Reinforcement fabric on high-wear areas with dirt 
repellent finish. Spacious front pockets with zips. Zipped chest pockets, 
D-ring inside for ID card holder. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65530456-6599 royal blue/black  
Art no: 65530456-9499 black melange/black  
Art no: 65530456-9999 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS

Hoodie
• Smooth polyester with fleece lining.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Adjustable hood and hem.

Smooth polyester with fleece lining. Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement. 
Adjustable hood and drawstring hem. Functional fabric. Front zip with storm 
flap. Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zip chest pocket 
with phone compartment. Zip side pockets. Large open inside pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
Art no: 65515253-1000 white  
Art no: 65515253-6710 navy/white  
Art no: 65515253-9832 dark grey/orange  
Art no: 65515253-9941 black/red  
Size: XS-3XL 

Women’s Hoodie
• Smooth polyester with fleece lining.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Adjustable hood and hem.

Smooth polyester with fleece lining. Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement. 
Adjustable hood and drawstring hem. Functional fabric. Front zip with storm 
flap. Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zip chest pocket 
with phone compartment. Zip side pockets. Large open inside pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
Art no: 65517753-1000 white  
Art no: 65517753-9832 dark grey/orange  
Art no: 65517753-9941 black/red  
Size: S-XXL 
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FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS

Hoodie Vision
• Smooth polyester with insulating fleece lining. 
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement. 
• Seams and zip in fluorescent colour and reflective 

strips on the shoulders for increased visibility.

Hoodie in smooth polyester with fleece lining. Seams and zip in fluorescent 
colour and reflective strips on the shoulders. Front zip with storm flap. 
Chest pocket with zip and ID card pouch. Zip side pockets. Large open 
inside pockets. Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. 
Adjustable drawstring hem. 

Material: 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
Art no: 65515053-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65515053-9931 black/orange  
Size: S-3XL 

Flex Jacket
• Polyester with stretch for flexibility.
• Reinforced on front and forearms for durability.
• Drawstring in collar for wind protection.

Light jacket in polyester with high stretchability. Drawstring in collar. 
Reinforcements on front and sleeves. Front pockets with zip. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65516250-6592 royal blue/grey  
Art no: 65516250-9730 graphite/orange  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Functional Jacket
• Smooth polyester with fleece lining.
• Additional zip in collar for ventilation.
• Chest pocket with ID card pouch.

Jacket in polyester with fleece inside that warms. Chest pocket with ID card 
pouch. Spacious front pockets with zippers. Adjustable waist and thumb 
grip in cuffs. Short extra zip in collar for ventilation. 

Material: 52% polyester, 40% polyamide, 8% elastane, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65515353-3099 orange/black  
Art no: 65515353-6430 ocean/orange  
Art no: 65515353-9998 black/dark grey  
Size: XS-3XL 

Microfleece Jacket
• Comfortable, smooth fleece jacket. 
• Suitable as a second layer. 
• Elasticated cuffs.

Lightweight, smooth fleece jacket. Spacious front pockets with zip. Inside 
pockets. Elasticated cuffs. Elasticated hem.  

Material: 100% polyester, 190 g/m². 
Art no: 65590154-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65590154-1700 brown  
Art no: 65590154-4100 red  
Art no: 65590154-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65590154-6700 navy  
Art no: 65590154-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65590154-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65590154-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Fleece Jacket
• Warm fleece jacket. 
• Front pockets with zip.  
• Available in a large range of colours.

Warm fleece jacket. Spacious front pockets with zip. Inside pockets. 
Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. Elasticated hem. YKK front zip. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65550175-1700 brown  
Art no: 65550175-3000 orange  
Art no: 65550175-4100 red  
Art no: 65550175-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65550175-6700 navy  
Art no: 65550175-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65550175-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65550175-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Fleece Vest
• Warm fleece vest. 
• Front pockets with zip. 
• Available in a large range of colours.

Spacious front pockets with zip. Inside pockets. Elasticated hem. 
Elasticated armholes. YKK front zip. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65750175-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65750175-1700 brown  
Art no: 65750175-3000 orange  
Art no: 65750175-4100 red  
Art no: 65750175-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65750175-6700 navy  
Art no: 65750175-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65750175-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65750175-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Reversible

Pile jacket
• Reversible with pile on one side and fleece  

on the other side.
• Reinforced on sleeves.
• Extended lower back.

Reversible insulating jacket with pile on one side and fleece on the other 
side. Spacious front zip pockets on fleece side and button on pile side. 
Reinforced on sleeves. Thumb grip in cuffs. Extended lower back. 

Material: 100% polyester, 445 g/m². 
Art no: 65519274-6430 ocean/orange  
Art no: 65519274-9830 dark grey/orange  
Art no: 65519274-9998 black/dark grey  
Size: XS–3XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Vintage Hoodie Lined
• Sweatshirt and jacket in a material that will look even 

better the more you use it.
• Pile lining for warmth.
• Large front pockets.

Unique comfortable and soft, insulating sweatshirt/pile bonded fabric. Pile 
lining. Hood with drawstring. Large front pockets. Ribbing in hem and cuffs. 
Jobman-logo on chest in embroidery patch. 

Material: 65% cotton, 35% polyester, 430 g/m². 
Art no: 65515438-3098 orange/dark grey  
Art no: 65515438-6498 ocean/dark grey  
Art no: 65515438-6798 navy/dark grey  
Art no: 65515438-9198 light grey/dark grey  
Size: S-3XL 

Vintage Hoodie Lined
• Sweatshirt and jacket in a material that will look even 

better the more you use it.
• Pile lining for warmth.
• Large front pockets.

Unique comfortable and soft, insulating sweatshirt/pile bonded fabric. Pile 
lining. Hood with drawstring. Large front pockets. Ribbing in hem and cuffs.  

Material: 65% cotton, 35% polyester, 430 g/m². 
Art no: 65515538-9198 light grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65515538-9998 black/dark grey  
Size: XS-3XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Sweatshirt 1/2-zip
• Comfortable sweatshirt with collar. 
• Half zip at front. 
• Available in a wide range of colours with black 

contrast panel.

Sweatshirt in double face fabric. High collar and half zip at front. Ribbing 
at hem and cuffs. Contrast panel on side, (contrasts on the black/yellow on 
the shoulders). 

Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65540120-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65540120-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65540120-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65540120-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65540120-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65540120-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65540120-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65540120-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65540120-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65540120-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL (+1099, 6799, 9899, 9999 XXS) 

Sweatshirt
• Comfortable round-necked sweatshirt. 
• Ribbing at hem and cuffs. 
• Available in a wide range of colours with black 

contrast panel.

Round-necked sweatshirt in double face fabric. Ribbing at hem and cuffs. 
Contrast panel at sides. 

Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65540220-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65540220-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65540220-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65540220-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65540220-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65540220-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65540220-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65540220-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65540220-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL (+1099, 9899, 9999 XXS) 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Sweatshirt Hoodie
• Easy-care double face fabric.
• Zip at front.
• Welted pockets.

Hoodie in double face fabric. Zip at front. Welted front pockets. Rib at 
bottom hem and sleeve ends. Sidepanels in contrast color. 

Material: 80% cotton/ 20% polyester, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65540020-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65540020-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65540020-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65540020-9999 black  
Size: XXS-4XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Sweatshirt 1/2-zip
• Sweatshirt with high collar.
• 100% cotton.
• Ribbing at bottom edge and cuffs.

Comfortable sweatshirt in 100% cotton with high collar and short zip. 
Ribbing at hem and cuffs. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65550010-6700 navy  
Art no: 65550010-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65550010-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Sweatshirt
• Terry inside.
• Reinforced in the neck.
• 100% cotton.

Round neckline sweater. Terry inside. Crescent reinforced in neck. Ribbing 
at hem and cuffs. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65512010-1010 white  
Art no: 65512010-6700 navy  
Art no: 65512010-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65512010-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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Sweatshirt
• Brushed inside for added comfort. 
• Colour fast. 
• Chest pocket with zip.

Colour fast cotton/polyester. Straight hem with narrow ribbing at bottom 
edge and cuffs. Chest pocket with zip and ID card holder. Brushed inside. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65512293-6700 navy  
Art no: 65512293-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Shirt Cotton
• Cotton shirt in ultra-comfortable fabric with modern fit. 
• Tab with button for rolling up sleeves.
• Concealed buttons and zipped chest pockets.

Shirt in 100% cotton. Long sleeves. Button tab inside sleeves. Concealed 
buttons. Zip chest pockets. D-ring on chest.  

Material: 100% cotton, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65560117-6700 navy  
Art no: 65560117-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65560117-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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New Colour!

New Colour!

Flannel Shirt
• Genuine woven flannel ensures colourfastness.
• Plastic buttons with anti-scratch.

Genuine woven cotton flannel. Two breast pockets with flaps and buttons. 
Plastic buttons with anti-scratch. 

Material: 100% cotton, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65513801-4163 red/blue  
Art no: 65513801-6797 navy/grey  
Art no: 65513801-9830 grey/orange  
Size: S-3XL 

Lined Flannel Shirt
• Quilted lining that warms.
• Genuine woven flannel ensures colour fastness.
• Metal snap buttons.

Quilt lined shirt with metal snap buttons. Genuine woven flannel ensures 
colourfastness. Two breast pockets with flaps and snap buttons, left with 
pen compartment. 

Material: 100 % cotton Quilt lined, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65515701-4163 red/blue  
Art no: 65515701-6797 navy/grey  
Art no: 65515701-9830 grey/orange  
Size: S-3XL 

FLEECE, HOODIES & SHIRTS
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 T-SHIRTS & POLO SHIRTS 

Men’s T-shirt
• Men’s regular fit T-shirt. 
• Comfortable single jersey. 
• Reinforced shoulder seams.

Regular fit T-shirt in single jersey. Reinforced shoulder seams and double 
stitching around the neckline. 

Material: 100% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton, 15% viscose), 180 g/m². 
Art no: 65526410-1000 white  
Art no: 65526410-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65526410-1700 brown  
Art no: 65526410-3000 orange  
Art no: 65526410-4100 red  
Art no: 65526410-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65526410-6700 navy  
Art no: 65526410-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65526410-9300 grey melange  
Art no: 65526410-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Women’s T-shirt
• Women’s lightweight slim fit T-shirt.  
• Comfortable single jersey.  
• Reinforced shoulder seams.

Women’s lightweight fitted T-shirt in single jersey. Reinforced shoulder 
seams and double stitching around the neckline. 

Material: 100% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton, 15% viscose), 180 g/m². 
Art no: 65526510-1000 white  
Art no: 65526510-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65526510-1700 brown  
Art no: 65526510-3000 orange  
Art no: 65526510-4100 red  
Art no: 65526510-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65526510-6700 navy  
Art no: 65526510-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65526510-9300 grey melange  
Art no: 65526510-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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 T-SHIRTS & POLO SHIRTS 

Longsleeve T-shirt
• Soft, comfortable interlock tricot.
• Reinforced shoulder seams.
• Soft neckline.

Unisex long-sleeved T-shirt in soft, comfortable interlock tricot. Reinforced 
shoulder seams with double stitching and soft neckline. 

Material: 100% combed cotton, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65523010-1010 white   
Size: XS-3XL 

Spun-Dye Vision 
T-shirt
• Quick-drying and moisture wicking.
• Reflective strips on the shoulders ensure high visibility.

T-shirt in smooth polyester, sleeves and side panels in soft interlock and 
front and back panels in birdseye knit for optimal moisture wicking. Spun 
dyeing is an environmentally friendly colouring technique that consumes 
less water, energy and chemicals. Flatlock seams in fluorescent colour and 
reflective strips on the shoulders ensure high visibility. 

Material: 100% polyester, 135 g/m² interlock, 160 g/m² bird-eye. 
Art no: 65562053-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65562053-9931 black/orange  
Size: XS-4XL 
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 T-SHIRTS & POLO SHIRTS 

Polo Shirt
• Classic polo shirt.
• Ribbed collar and cuffs.
• Decorative details.

Classic polo shirt with closure with three tone-on-tone buttons. Vent in hem. 
Ribbed collar and cuffs. Decorative orange tape inside collar and vent. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton,  
15% viscose), 200 g/m2. 
Art no: 65556430-1000 white  
Art no: 65556430-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65556430-1700 brown  
Art no: 65556430-4100 red  
Art no: 65556430-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65556430-6700 navy  
Art no: 65556430-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65556430-9300 grey mèlange  
Art no: 65556430-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 
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Spun-Dye T-shirt 
• T-shirt in quick-drying fabric. 
• Environmentally-friendly production with spun dye. 
• Quick drying material.

Comfortable functional T-shirt in ”spun-dyed” polyester which quickly 
transports moisture away from the skin. The shirt dries fast, keeping you 
dry and fresh all day long. Spun dyeing is an environmentally friendly 
colouring technique that consumes less water, energy and chemicals. 
Spun dyeing also gives a very high colour density, which means that the 
garment’s colour does not change over time. 

Material: 100% polyester Spun dye, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65552251-1000 white  
Art no: 65552251-6700 navy  
Art no: 65552251-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65552251-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Spun-Dye Polo Shirt 
• Polo shirt in quick-drying fabric. 
• Environmentally-friendly production with spun dye. 
• Quick drying material.

Comfortable functional polo shirt made from ”spun-dyed” polyester which 
quickly transports moisture away from the skin. The shirt dries fast, keeping 
you dry and fresh all day long. Spun dyeing is an environmentally friendly 
colouring technique that consumes less water, energy and chemicals. 
Spun dyeing also gives a very high colour density, which means that the 
garment’s colour does not change over time. Chest pocket on left side. 

Material: 100% polyester Spun dye, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65553351-1000 white  
Art no: 65553351-6700 navy  
Art no: 65553351-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65553351-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

 T-SHIRTS & POLO SHIRTS 
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All you need to know about visibility clothing
Design regulated by EU standard
The design of high visibility clothing is regulated by EU standard 
EN ISO 20471. It states what colours must be used, where the 
reflective strips must be located and which information must be 
included with the garments. Requirements apply to the material’s 
properties to ensure maximum visibility and to enable washing 
without a loss of visibility. The garments must also be designed 
a certain way to ensure maximum visibility. 

Tested by selected test institutes
When the garments are approved along with the documentation, 
a certificate is awarded stating that they fulfil the requirements 
of standard EN ISO 20471. The garments are CE marked indi- 
cating certification and featuring information on care and how 
the garment should be used.

High visibility clothing is divided into three classes 
Garments are divided into different classes depending on their 
visibility. Classification is mainly dependent on the garment’s 
fluorescent areas and reflective surfaces.

Class 3: Most visible. Total fluorescent area must be at least 
0.8 m2 and the reflective strips 0.2 m2. 

Class 2: Total fluorescent area must be at least 0.5 m2 and the 
reflective strips 0.13 m2. 

Class 1: Least visible. Total fluorescent area must be at least 
0.14 m2 and the reflective strips 0.1 m2.

In all classes, there must be no more than 10 cm between the 
reflective strips. This means that the zip on a jacket must be 
closed, for example.

Can be combined with other garments
It is possible to combine garments from different classes, however 
combining classes 1 and 2 does not automatically create class 3. 
To attain class 3, the clothing’s total fluorescent area must be at 
least 0.8 m2. Garments of different colours may also be combined. 
They must, however, be certified together to allow their whole 
area to be calculated, otherwise only a single garment’s area is 
applicable.

Yellow is the most visible colour
The EU standard specifies three approved fluorescent colours: 
yellow, orange and red. The certificate states that the garments 
are approved for combining. Tests have shown the colour yellow 
to be twice as luminous as orange or red. Furthermore, yellow 
is the only one of the three colours which is fluorescent in direct 
sunlight and sodium light, which is the type of lighting used in 
tunnels, for example.

Reflective strips for visibility in the dark
Fluorescent colours lose their luminosity in the dark. Garments 
therefore have reflective strips to reflect the light from vehicle 
headlamps in the dark. Reflective strips on the legs mean the 
wearer can be seen from greater distances.

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch Hi-Vis
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable zip-off holster pockets.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Comfortable hi-vis trousers in 4-way stretch with sections of durable 
woven fabric at ankle, leg pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off 
holster pockets with extra compartments and reinforced inside. These 
can be tucked into the front pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted 
back pockets. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket 
with knife pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, ID card pouch and phone 
pocket. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets in durable polyamide and 
with dual-level inner opening, so kneepads can be fitted in two positions 
for optimal fit. Reflective strips, Jobman design. Mesh at back of knee for 
ventilation. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane, 270 g/m².  
Material 2: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65229160-2199 yellow/black  
Size: C44-62 (+5 cm), D88-124 (+5 cm) 

Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Hi-Vis 
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable holster pockets with zip-off function.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Women’s hi-vis trousers in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven 
fabric at ankle. Leg pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off 
holster pockets with extra compartments and reinforced inside. These 
can be tucked into the front pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted 
back pockets. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket 
with covered zip, ID card pouch and phone pocket. Pre-bent knees with 
kneepad pockets in durable polyamide and with dual-level inner opening, 
so kneepads can be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Reflective strips, 
Jobman design. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Trousers can be 
extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane, 270 g/m².  
Material 2: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65227160-2199 yellow/black  
Size: 34-50 (+5 cm) 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch Hi-Vis
• Panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Smooth craftsman trousers in durable hi-vis twill with crotch gusset panels 
in stretch Cordura® for extra flexibility. Kneepad pockets with side panels in 
stretch Cordura®. Pre-bent knees in durable FA™ and adjustable kneepads 
in two positions. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and 
reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front pockets. Extra 
belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. 
Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and extra 
compartment. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Reinforced ankle cuff 
back with non-absorbing polyamide and drawstring. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 – from C46, C146 and D92. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471 – in C44, D84-D88. 

Material: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m2. 
Art no: 65224062-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65224062-3199 orange/black  
Size: C44-C62, C146-156, D84-124 

Craftsman Trousers 
Core Stretch Hi-Vis
• Crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Class 1 craftsman trousers with crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura® 
for extra flexibility. Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®. 
Core is ring-spun cotton/polyester, a fabric with strength of polyester and 
softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. Pre-bent at 
knee with kneepockets made from durable FA™ where kneepads can be 
fitted in two positions. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments 
and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front pockets. Extra 
belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. 
Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and extra 
compartment. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Reinforced ankle cuff 
with non-absorbing polyamide and drawstring. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65213419-1021 white/yellow  
Art no: 65213419-6721 navy/yellow  
Art no: 65213419-9821 dark grey/yellow  
Art no: 65213419-9921 black/yellow  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D84-124  

HI-VISIBILITY
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Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Star Hi-Vis
• Craftsman trousers hi-vis in our proven durable STAR 

quality fabric.
• Durable and quick drying properties.
• Drawstring at ankle to prevent draught.

Strong and comfortable STAR fabric, extremely durable with a soft brushed 
inside and quick drying properties. Spacious holster pockets that can be 
tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer 
loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg 
pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent 
knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide with reflective 
piping and two positions for kneepads. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-
absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. These trousers also come in a 
men’s version, 2222. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65227207-2199 yellow/black  
Size: 34-54 

Service Trousers Star 
Hi-Vis
• Service trousers hi-vis in our proven durable STAR 

quality fabric.
• Durable and quick drying properties.
• Drawstring at ankle to prevent draught. 

Strong and comfortable STAR fabric, extremely durable with a soft brushed 
inside and quick drying properties. Spacious front pockets. Back pockets 
with reinforced inside. hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler 
pocket with knife button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket 
and extra pocket. Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable 
polyamide with reflective piping and two positions for kneepads. Reinforced 
at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65222107-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65222107-3199 orange/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Trousers 
Star Hi-Vis
• Craftsman trousers hi-vis in our proven durable STAR 

quality fabric.
• Durable and quick drying properties.
• Drawstring at ankle to prevent draught.

Strong and comfortable STAR fabric, extremely durable with a soft brushed 
inside and quick drying properties. Spacious holster pockets that can be 
tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer 
loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg 
pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent 
knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide with reflective 
piping and two positions for kneepads. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-
absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. These trousers also come in  
a women’s version, 2272. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65222207-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65222207-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65222207-3199 orange/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124 

Service Trousers  
Hi-Vis 
• Easy-care service trousers in polyester/cotton. 
• Reinforced kneepad pockets.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the  

ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Back pockets with 
flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with 
velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 80% polyester, 20% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65237862-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65237862-2199 yellow/black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-120 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Trousers  
Hi-Vis 
• Easy-care craftsman trousers in polyester/cotton. 
• Holster pockets with extra compartment and zip 

pocket. 
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the  

ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Holster pockets 
with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets with flap and 
velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro 
closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforced holster pockets and 
kneepad pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 80% polyester, 20% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65237762-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65237762-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65237762-3199 orange/black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-120 

Craftsman Trousers  
Hi-Vis 
• Cooler, lighter-weight material.
• 100% cotton.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the  

ankle hem.

Durable cotton with a slightly lower grammage for a lighter weight trouser. 
Holster pockets with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets 
with flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap 
with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforced holster 
pockets and kneepad pockets. C44-62 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up 
at ankle hem.  
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% cotton, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65227710-6721 navy/yellow  
Art no: 65227710-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65227710-9931 black/orange  
Size: C44-62 (+5 cm), D84-120 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Service Trousers Hi-Vis 
• Comfortable hi-vis service trousers.  
• Spacious pockets.  
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the  

ankle hem.

Hi-vis trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton for service work. Spacious 
front pockets. Back pockets with flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket. C42-64 can 
be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65231420-6721 navy/yellow  
Art no: 65231420-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65231420-9931 black/orange  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-120, (9921 F124-140) 

Craftsman Trousers  
Hi-Vis 
• Craftsman trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Reinforced holster pockets and kneepad pockets.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the  

ankle hem.

Hi-vis trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton for craft work. Holster pockets 
with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets with flap and 
velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro 
closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforced holster pockets and 
kneepad pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65251320-6721 navy/yellow  
Art no: 65251320-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65251320-9931 black/orange  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-120 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Trousers 
Cotton Hi-Vis
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket and ID card pouch.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.

Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments and inside 
reinforcement. Patch front pockets that holster pockets tuck into. Hammer 
loop. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Leg pocket with phone 
compartment and ID card pouch. Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Kneepad 
pockets in durable polyamide and two positions for kneepads. Fluorescent 
fabric and reflective strips on legs. Non-absorbing polyamide at ankle-cuff. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% cotton, 370 g/m². 
Art no: 65229713-6721 navy/yellow  
Art no: 65229713-9921 black/yellow  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D92-124 
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Pirate Shorts Hi-Vis
• 3M™ reflective strips.
• The trousers are available in D-sizes. 
• Kneepad pockets in durable FA™ polyamide.

Pirate shorts, class 1 hi-vis in C44 and D84-88 sizes. Certified Class 2 from 
C46 and from D92. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartment that 
can be tucked into front pockets. Bellowed back outer pockets. Spacious 
leg pocket with zip, ID card pouch and mobile pocket. Hammer loop, 
ruler pocket with knife pocket. Two-position pre-bent knees with kneepad 
pockets in hard-wearing FA™. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Polyamide 
reinforcements.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 – Size C46-62, D92-124. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471 – Size C44, D84-88. 

Material: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65221762-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65221762-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65221762-3167 orange/navy  
Size: C44-62, D84-124 

Craftsman Shorts 
Stretch Hi-Vis
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable zip-off holster pockets.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Hi-vis shorts in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven fabric at leg 
pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off holster pockets with extra 
compartments and reinforced inside. These can be tucked into the front 
pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted back pockets. Hammer loop. 
Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, ID card pouch 
and phone pocket. Reflective strips, Jobman design.  
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471, C44-C48. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471, ≥C50. 

Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane, 270 g/m².  
Material 2: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m².  
Art no: 65229660-2100 yellow  
Size: C44-62 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Shorts Hi-Vis
• Craftsman shorts in easy-care polyester/cotton. 
• Holster pockets with extra compartment and zip pocket. 
• Reinforcement in holster pocket.

Hi-vis shorts, certified Class 1 in C42-46 sizes. Certified Class 2 from C48. 
Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Holster pockets 
with extra compartment and extra zip pocket. Back pockets with flap and 
velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro 
closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement in holster pockets. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 – from C48. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471 – in C42-46. 

Material: 80% polyester, 20% cotton, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65220562-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65220562-3100 orange  
Size: C42-64 

Craftsman Shorts Hi-Vis
• Hi-Vis shorts with holster pockets for craftsmen.
• ID-card holder that can be hidden in the leg pocket.
• Leg pocket with zip.

Holster pockets can be tucked away into front pockets. Reinforced back 
pockets. Hammer loop. Leg pocket with zip, ID-card holder and phone 
pocket. Ruler pocket with knife compartment. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471.  

Material: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65220762-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65220762-3100 orange  
Size: C46-62 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Service Shorts Hi-Vis
• Service shorts in easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Leg pocket with extra compartment.
• Ruler pocket with knife pocket.

Hi-vis shorts, certified Class 1 in C42-46 sizes. Certified Class 2 from C48. 
Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Back pockets with 
flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with 
velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 – from C48. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471 – in C42-46. 

Material: 80% polyester, 20% cotton, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65220462-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65220462-3100 orange  
Size: C42-64 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Jacket Windblocker  
Hi-Vis
• Wind and water-repellent.
• Jobman reflective strips for visibility.
• Good fit with room for movement.

The new generation jacket in 3-layer material with birdseye knit on 
the outside, wind and water-repellent membrane and fleece inside. 
The material is light and smooth and the jacket is made with room for 
movement. Protects against wind and light rain (10000 mm water column, 
untaped seams) and has good breathability. Reinforcements in black fabric 
on exposed parts. Black ribbed cuffs on sleeves. Spacious front pockets 
with zip. Chest pocket with zip and D-ring for ID card holder. Front zip 
with inside storm flap to protect against draughts and chafing of the chin. 
Zip puller with reflective details. Seamless soft reflective strips featuring 
Jobman design. Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size L-3XL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-M. 

Material: 100% polyester, 300 g/m2. 
Art no: 65119055-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65119055-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-3XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Women’s Softshell 
Jacket Hi-Vis
• Heat-pressed reflective strips.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Thumb grip in cuff

Windproof and water repellent tripled-layered softshell with fleece inside. 
Chest pocket with zipper and D-ring for ID card holder. Spacious front 
pockets with zip. Inside pockets. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. 
Adjustable drawstring hem. YKK front zip.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size M-XXL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-S. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65121055-2100 yellow  
Size: XS-XXL  

Softshell Jacket Hi-Vis 
• Soft reflective strips for extra comfort.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Drawstring hem for width adjustment.

Tripled-layered softshell jacket with fleece inside. Windproof and water 
repellent. Chest pocket with zip and ID card pouch. Spacious front pockets 
with zip. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. Drawstring hem. YKK front zip.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65120255-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65120255-3100 orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Softshell Jacket Hi-Vis
• Soft reflective strips for higher comfort.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Drawstring hem for waist adjustment.

3-layer softshell jacket with fleece inside. Windproof and water repellent. 
Chest pocket with zip and D-ring for ID-card holder. Spacious front pockets 
with zip. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. Adjustable drawstring hem. 
YKK front zip.  
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65512555-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65512555-9931 black/orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

Softshell Light  
Jacket Hi-Vis 
• Soft and comfortable softshell jacket.
• Reflective strips on the shoulders ensure high visibility. 
• Heat-pressed seamless reflective strips for extra comfort.

Comfortable twin-layered lightweight water repellent softshell. Heat-pressed 
seamless reflective strips. Reflective strips on shoulders, visible from 
above. Chest pocket with zip. Spacious front pockets with zip. Elasticated 
cuffs with thumb grip. Elasticated hem. YKK front zip. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65510155-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65510155-3100 orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Softshell Light  
Jacket Hi-Vis
• Soft and comfortable, lightweight.
• Reflective strips on the shoulders ensure high visibility.
• Heat-pressed seamless reflective strips for extra comfort.

Comfortable 2-layer lightweight water repellent softshell. Heat-pressed 
seamless reflective strips. Reflective strips on shoulders, visible from 
above. Chest pocket with zip and D-ring for ID-card holder. Spacious front 
pockets with zip. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. Elasticated hem.  
YKK front zip. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65512755-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65512755-9931 black/orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Raincoat Hi-Vis
• Hardwearing  and functional. 
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Certified for rainwear.

Hardwearing raincoat certified in hi-vis class 3. Certified according to EU 
standard EN 343, which means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for 
protection against rain. Sewn and welded seams. 100 cm long in Large. 
Hood with cord. Adjustable sleeves. Sewn and welded seams. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65156558-2167 yellow/navy  
Size: S-XXL 
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Raincoat Hi-Vis 
• Sewn and welded seams.
• Zip with storm flap.
• Certified for rainwear.

Hardwearing raincoat certified in hi-vis class 3. Certified according to EU 
standard EN 343, which means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for 
protection against rain. Sewn and welded seams. Zip with storm flap. Hood 
with cord. Large front pockets. Adjustable sleeves and waist. Raincoat is  
80 cm long in size Large. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65156658-2167 yellow/navy  
Size: S-3XL 

Rain Trousers Hi-Vis
• Sewn and welded seams. 
• Adjustable legs. 
• Certified for rainwear.  

Hardwearing rain trousers certified in Class 2. Certified according to EN 
343, which means that it is approved under the EU’s rules for protection 
against rain. Sewn and welded seams. Elasticated with drawstring at the 
waist. Adjustable legs.  
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyurethane coated polyester tricot, 170 g/m². 
Art no: 65254658-2167 yellow/navy  
Size: S-XXL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Shell Jacket Hi-Vis 
• The seams are taped and the zips are watertight to 

stop the rain getting in.
• The fabric is water repellent, as demonstrated by its 

ability to withstand a water column of 13000 mm.
• High breathability (11500 g/m² 24h) perfect for 

layering.

Shell jacket in 100% polyester with PU-coated inside, taped seams and 
lining. The fabric is water repellent with high breathability. Double inside 
pockets, left pocket with zip and extra compartment for phone, right-hand 
A5 size. Zip extends to top of collar with storm flap and snap fasteners/
velcro. Concealed chest pocket and front pockets with watertight zip. 
Sleeve pocket with ID card pouch and watertight zip. Adjustable cuffs and 
drawstring hem. Adjustable hood inset in collar. Water column: 13000 mm. 
Breathability: 11500 g/m² 24h. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65127341-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65127341-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65127341-3199 orange/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Shell Trousers Hi-Vis 
• Shell trousers in durable and water repellent 

polyester.
• Water column: 13.000 mm. 
• Breathability: 11500 g/m² 24h.

Water repellent shell trousers made from hardwearing polyester PU-coated. 
The seams are taped to stop the rain getting in. Perfect for layering. 
Adjustable waist and belt loops. Extended back stops cold draughts. 
Spacious front pockets with flap. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Pre-bent 
knees with kneepad pockets. Adjustable ankle-cuffs. Water column: 13000 mm. 
Breathability: 11500 g/m² 24h. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65226341-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65226341-2199 yellow/black  
Size: S-3XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Hi-Vis Shell Trousers
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams.
• Adjustable at waist and at ankle hem.
• Pre-bent knees.

Wind and waterproof Hi-Vis shell trousers with taped seams. Breathable 
thanks to a layering system. Mesh lining creates a layer of air and supports 
ventilation. Front pockets with flap and zip. Adjustable at waist and at ankle 
hem. Water column: 23000 mm. Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. Matching 
jacket is 1283. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear.  
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65293362-2100 yellow  
Size: XS-4XL 
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Shell Jacket Hi-Vis 
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams. 
• Breathable for extra comfort. 
• Detachable hood for improved safety.

Wind and waterproof shell jacket with taped seams. Breathable thanks to a 
layering system. Mesh lining creates a layer of air and supports ventilation. 
Spacious double chest pockets; two with flaps and velcro closure and two 
with watertight zip. Front pockets with flap and zip. Three inside pockets, 
two with mesh and zip, one with velcro closure. Adjustable sleeves and 
hem. Hood with drawstring, detachable with snap fasteners.  
Water column: 23000 mm. Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65128362-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65128362-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65128362-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Lined Jacket Hi-Vis 
• Wind and waterproof with taped seams. 
• Spacious pockets. 
• Detachable hood for improved safety.

Wind and waterproof padded jacket with taped seams. Spacious double 
chest pockets; two with flaps and velcro closure and two with watertight 
zip. Front pockets with flap and zip. Three inside pockets, two with mesh 
and zip, one with velcro closure. Adjustable cuff with velcro. Hood with 
drawstring, detachable with snap fasteners. Water column: 23000 mm. 
Breathability: 3300 g/m² 24h. 
Certified according to EN 343 for rainwear. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65138362-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65138362-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65138362-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Craftsman Jacket Hi-Vis
• Hi-vis jacket made from hard wearing polyester/

cotton. 
• Classic craftsman jacket. 
• Extended in the lower back.

Unlined jacket in polyester/cotton with contrast colour on the front to hide 
dirt. Spacious front pockets with zippers. Chest pocket with integrated ID 
card holder and phone pocket. Inside pockets on both sides. Zipper with 
external storm flap with snaps. Adjustable waist and cuffs. Extended in the 
lower back.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65123162-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65123162-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65123162-3199 orange/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Pilot Jacket Hi-Vis
• Quilted lining in jacket.
• Chest and sleeve pocket with zipper.
• ID card pouch in breast pocket.

Pilot jacket in durable water repellent polyester with smooth, quilted lining 
to make the jacket easy to get on and off. Warming pile lining in collar. 
Breast pockets and sleeve pocket with zipper and front pockets. Inside 
pocket with compartments for mobile. D-ring for ID card holder.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65135939-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65135939-3100 orange  
Size: S-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Winter Jacket  
Star Hi-Vis
• Winter jacket in our proven durable STAR quality 

fabric.
• Quilt lining.
• Warming fleece fur lining in collar.

Quilt-lined lightweight jacket made from durable and water repellent 100% 
STAR polyester. The inside of the collar is lined with soft, fleece fur lining. 
Chest pocket with ID card pouch. Inside pockets with zip and phone pocket. 
Large front pock-ets. Adjustable hem and cuffs with comfort cuff. Reflective 
strips on shoulders, visible from above. Polyamide reinforcements. 
Certified according to EN 342 for protection against cold. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65134607-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65134607-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Winter Parka  
Star Hi-Vis 
• Winter parka in our proven durable STAR quality 

fabric.
• Wind and water repellent, keeps you warm and dry.
• Quilt lining.

Quilt-lined lightweight parka made from durable, water repellent 100% 
STAR polyester. Concealed quilted hood in the collar. Inside of collar is 
lined with soft fleece-fur lining. Chest pockets with ID card pouch. Inside 
pockets with zip and phone pocket. Napoleon pocket on chest. Large 
front pockets. Adjustable waist, hem with drawstring and comfortable 
cuff. Reflective strips on shoulders, visible from above. Polyamide 
reinforcements. 
Certified according to EN 342 for protection against cold. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65123607-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65123607-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-3XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Winter Jacket Star Hi-Vis
• Winter jacket in our proven durable STAR quality 

fabric.
• Pile lining in body and quilted lining in sleeves.
• Foldable hood in collar.

Warm jacket made from durable and water repellent 100% STAR polyester. 
Warm pile lining in body and smooth quilted lining in sleeves. The inside of 
the collar is lined with soft, fleece fur lining. Foldable hood in collar. Chest 
pocket with ID card pouch. Inside pockets with zip and phone pocket. Large 
front pockets. Adjustable hem and cuffs with comfort cuff. Reflective strips 
on shoulders, visible from above. Polyamide reinforcements. 
Certified according to EN 342 for protection against cold. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65134707-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65134707-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65134707-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Winter Trousers  
Star Hi-Vis 
• Winter trousers in our proven durable STAR quality 

fabric.
• Wind and water repellent keeps you warm and dry.
• Adjustable ankle-cuffs prevent cold draughts.

Quilt-lined, lightweight trousers made from durable, water repellent 100% 
STAR polyester. Adjustable waist. Extended back stops cold draughts. 
Spacious front pockets. Reinforced back pockets. Leg pocket with ID card 
pouch and phone compartment. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Pre-bent 
knees with kneepad pockets where kneepads can be positioned at two 
heights. Adjustable ankle-cuffs prevent cold draughts. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with kneepad 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified according to EN 342 for protection against cold. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65223607-2167 yellow/navy  
Art no: 65223607-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65223607-3199 orange/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Fleece Jacket Hi-Vis 
• Classic hi-vis fleece jacket.
• Spacious pockets.

Soft and comfortable fleece. Open inside pockets. Spacious front pockets 
with zip. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. Elasticated hem. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65550275-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65550275-3100 orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

Sweatshirt Jacket  
Hi-Vis 
• Brushed polyester tricot for comfort. 
• Reflective strips on the shoulders for increased 

visibility from above.
• Chest pocket with loop for ID card pouch.

Sweatshirt jacket in brushed polyester tricot with full zip. Chest pocket with 
loop for ID card pouch. Front pockets. Rib knitted cuff in arms and body. 
Reflective strips on the shoulders for visibility from above. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65517266-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65517266-3100 orange  
Size: S-3XL (+2100 4XL) 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Sweatshirt Hi-Vis 
• Soft heat-pressed reflective strips that follow the 

movements of the top. 
• Contrast colour in collar hide dirt.
• Brushed inside for great comfort.

Sweatshirt in polyester/cotton with brushed inside. Soft heat-pressed 
reflective strips. Reflective strips on shoulders, visible from above. Chest 
pocket with zip and ID-card pouch. Straight hem and ribbing in hem and 
cuffs. Contrast colour in collar. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65512393-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65512393-3100 orange  
Size: S-3XL 

Sweatshirt Hi-Vis 
• Soft reflective strips for extra comfort.
• Reflective strips on the shoulders ensure high 

visibility.

Hi-vis sweatshirt with brushed inside. Ribbed neckline, hem and cuffs. 
Heat-pressed seamless reflective strips. Reflective strips on shoulders, 
visible from above.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65NO115065-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65NO115065-3100 orange   
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Sweatshirt Hi-Vis
• Soft reflective strips for extra comfort.
• Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility.

Sweatshirt with brushed inside. Ribbed neckline, hem and cuffs. Heat-
pressed seamless reflective strips. Reflective strips on the shoulders for 
optimal visibility.  
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65512465-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65512465-9931 black/orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY



UV-garments provide good and full protection against the sun’s UV-rays, the type of 
rays that cause sunburn. Jobman’s UV-garments are certified for UPF 40+ and provide 
excellent protection, in accordance to EN13758-2: 2003 + A1: 2006.

UPF (Ultraviolet Protection Factor) is the measure used on sunblock in sun protective 
garments, which is similar to SPF (Sun Protection Factor) used for sunscreen lotion.
Which UPF class a garment receives depends on how much UV-radiation is passed 
through the fabric. Jobman’s UV-Pro is made with a dense knitting technique that gives 
the garment a UV-protection without strong chemicals.

Sun protective garments
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T-shirt UV-Pro Hi-Vis
• UVA and UVB protection 40+ against the sun’s 

ultraviolet rays.
• Quick drying material permanent wicking polyester.
• Jobman reflective strips for optimal visibility.

T-shirt in permanent wicking polyester, quickly transports moisture away 
from the skin and keeps you dry. The fabric is specially designed to protect 
against the sun’s ultraviolet rays, certified UPF 40+. T-shirt with a good fit 
allows freedom of movement. Contrast colour in collar to hide dirt. Flatlock 
seams in black and printed label in the neck. Seamless soft reflective strips 
featuring Jobman design. Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal 
visibility. 
Certified according to EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006 UPF 40+. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size L-3XL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-M. 

Material: 100% polyester, 145 g/m². 
Art no: 65559768-2121 yellow  
Art no: 65559768-3131 orange  
Size: XS-3XL 

Long Sleeve T-shirt 
UV-Pro Hi-Vis
• UVA and UVB protection 40+ against the sun’s 

ultraviolet rays.
• Quick drying material permanent wicking polyester.
• Jobman reflective strips for optimal visibility.

Long sleeved T-shirt in permanent wicking polyester, quickly transports 
moisture away from the skin and keeps you dry. The fabric is specially 
designed to protect against the sun’s ultraviolet rays, certified UPF 40+. 
T-shirt with a good fit allows freedom of movement. Round-necked top 
and button placket with four buttons. Contrast colour in collar, cuffs and at 
the end of the top for dirt-obscuring. Flatlock seams in black and printed 
label in the neck. Seamless soft reflective strips featuring Jobman design. 
Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility. 
Certified according to EN 13758-2:2003+A1:2006 UPF 40+. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 145 g/m². 
Art no: 65559868-2199 yellow/black  
Art no: 65559868-3199 orange/black  
Size: XS-3XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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T-shirt Hi-Vis
• Quick drying material.
• Soft reflective tapes for higher comfort.
• Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility.

Comfortable functional T-shirt with a good fit in polyester, quickly transports 
moisture away from the skin and dries fast. Heat-pressed seamless 
reflective strips with gaps at side seam for increased flexibility and comfort. 
Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65512651-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65512651-9931 black/orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

T-shirt Hi-Vis
• T-shirt in class 3 cotton-feel polyester jersey.
• Soft, heat-pressed reflective strips that follow the 

movements of the top.

Soft, heat-pressed reflective strips. Cotton-feel polyester jersey for comfort. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471.  

Material: 100% polyester tricot, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65558465-3100 orange  
Size: S-3XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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T-shirt Hi-Vis
• Quick drying material.
• Soft reflective strips for extra comfort.

Comfortable, functional T-shirt with a good fit in polyester. Quickly 
transports moisture away from the skin and dries fast. Heat-pressed 
seamless reflective strips with gaps at side seam for increased flexibility 
and comfort. Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size L-4XL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-M. 

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65559151-2121 yellow  
Art no: 65559151-3131 orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

Long sleeve T-shirt  
Hi-Vis
• Quick drying material.
• Soft reflective strips for extra comfort.

Comfortable, functional, long-sleeved T-shirt with a good fit in polyester, 
quickly transports moisture away from the skin and dries fast. Heat-pressed 
seamless reflective strips with gaps at side seam for increased flexibility 
and comfort. Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility. 
Neckline and cuffs in the same material as the shirt. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size M-4XL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-S. 

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65559351-2121 yellow  
Art no: 65559351-3131 orange  
Size: XS-4XL 

HI-VISIBILITY
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Polo Shirt Hi-Vis
• Quick drying material.
• Soft reflective strips for extra comfort.

Comfortable, functional polo shirt with a good fit in polyester. Quickly 
transports moisture away from the skin and dries fast. Heat-pressed 
seamless reflective strips with gaps at side seam for increased flexibility 
and comfort. Reflective strips on the shoulders for optimal visibility. Button 
placket with three buttons and rib-knitted collar. 
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size L-4XL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-M. 

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m². 
Art no: 65559251-2121 yellow  
Art no: 65559251-3131 orange  
Size: XS-4XL 
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HI-VISIBILITY

Vest Hi-Vis
• Advanced hi-vis vest, class 3.
• Adjustable sleeves and waist.
• Chest pocket with ID card pouch.

Advanced, comfortable hi-vis vest. The sleeves have velcro, making it 
possible to wear the vest over a jacket. Adjustable elasticated waist.  
Two chest pockets with velcro closure; top with phone pocket and  
ID card pouch, bottom with pen compartment. Two radio holders on chest.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 120 g/m². 
Art no: 65759864-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65759864-3100 orange  
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL 

Vest Hi-Vis
• High visibility vest class 2.
• Smooth vest.
• Closes with a zip.

Smooth high visibility vest, handy to keep in car or for visitors. Closes with a zip. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% polyester, 120 g/m². 
Art no: 65758664-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65758664-3100 orange  
Size: S/M, L/XL, XXL/3XL 
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Painters’ Trousers 
Core Stretch 
• Crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Special pocket for painting tools.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Painters’ trousers with crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura® for extra 
flexibility. CORE is ring-spun cotton/polyester, a fabric with strength of 
polyester and softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. 
The painters’ trousers have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of the 
inner pocket is lined with water-repellent FA™ polyamide, ideal when you’re 
using a damp sponge. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. 
Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartments for painting tools. Slanted 
leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and extra compartment. 
Drawstring at ankle.  
Certified according to EN14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m².  
Stretch: 92% polyamide Cordura®, 8% elastane, 250 g/m². 
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65217419-1099 white/black  
Size: C42-62, C146-156, D84-124 
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Craftsman Trousers 
Core Stretch Hi-Vis
• Crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Class 1 craftsman trousers with crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura® 
for extra flexibility. Kneepad pockets with side panels in stretch Cordura®. 
Core is ring-spun cotton/polyester, a fabric with strength of polyester and 
softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. Pre-bent at 
knee with kneepockets made from durable FA™ where kneepads can be 
fitted in two positions. Spacious holster pockets with extra compartments 
and reinforced insides. These can be tucked into the front pockets. Extra 
belt loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. 
Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID card pouch and extra 
compartment. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Reinforced ankle cuff 
with non-absorbing polyamide and drawstring. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 1 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65213419-1021 white/yellow  
Art no: 65213419-6721 navy/yellow  
Art no: 65213419-9821 dark grey/yellow  
Art no: 65213419-9921 black/yellow  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D84-124  
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Painters’ Shorts  
Core Stretch
• Crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura®.
• Special pocket for painting tools.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Painters’ shorts with crotch gusset panels in stretch Cordura® for extra 
flexibility. CORE is ring-spun cotton/ polyester, a fabric with strength of 
polyester and softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. 
The painters’ trousers have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of 
the inner pocket is lined with water-repellent FA™ polyamide. Extra belt 
loops in largest sizes. Hammer loop. Knife and ruler pocket with useful 
compartments for painting tools. Slanted leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, 
ID card pouch and extra compartment. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m².  
Stretch: 92% polyamide Cordura®, 8% elastane, 250 g/m². 
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65217819-1099 white/black  
Size: C44-62 

Painters’ Trousers 
Core
• Our Core quality fabric gives superb durability and 

comfort.
• Holster pocket with waterproof lining for a wet sponge, 

for example.
• Buttons in rubber to minimise risk of scratching.

Ring-spun cotton/polyester is a fabric with strength of polyester and 
softness of cotton, which gives superb durability and comfort. Spacious 
holster pockets with extra compartments and reinforced waterproof lining 
to keep you dry with a wet sponge in your pocket. Holster pockets can be 
tucked into front pockets. Snap-link in front. Back pockets with reinforced 
insides. Extra belt loops in large trousers. Buttons in rubber to minimise 
scratching. Hammer loop. Double putty knife pocket with knife button. Leg 
pocket with flap over zip, ID-card pocket and phone pocket. Pre-bent knees 
and durable Cordura® pockets for kneepads can be fitted in two positions. 
Reinforced at ankle with non-absorbing polyamide with reflective piping  
and drawstring.  
Certified to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 55% cotton, 45% polyester CORE, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65217119-1099 white/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 
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Service Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels 
at the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler 
pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad pocket. Kneepads can 
be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm 
turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 0 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9941. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement; 100% Oxford polyester, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65232420-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65232420-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232420-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232420-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 (+5 cm) 

PAINTER
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Craftsman Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels at 
the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Holster pockets with 
extra compartments and extra zip. Back pockets with flap. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad pocket. Kneepads can be fitted in two 
positions for optimal fit. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at 
ankle hem.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 0 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9941. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement; 100% Oxford polyester, 210 g/m². 
Art no: 65232520-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65232520-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232520-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232520-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 (+5 cm) 

Service Trousers
• Polyester/cotton service trousers in a wide range of 

colours.
• Reflective details on outside of ankle-cuff.
• C size trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the  

ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Back pockets with 
flap and velcro closure. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with 
velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pockets. C42-64 can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65232120-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65232120-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65232120-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65232120-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65232120-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65232120-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65232120-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65232120-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65232120-9999 black  
Size: C42-64 (+5 cm), D84-124 

PAINTER
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Service Shorts
• Comfortable service shorts with functional pockets.
• Easy-care quality.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Spacious front 
pockets. Back pockets with flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and 
flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife pocket.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m². 
Art no: 65272320-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65272320-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65272320-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65272320-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65272320-9999 black  
Size: C42-64  

Painters’ Trousers 
• Hard-wearing cotton twill to minimise colour bleeding.
• Absorbs colour quickly.
• Hard-wearing FA™ polyamide reinforcements.

Painters’ trousers with excellent fit and design developed for professional 
painters. Jobman’s hard-wearing, close-woven cotton twill, maximises 
quick dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption. Spacious front 
and back pockets, leg pocket with extra compartment and zip, mobile 
pocket and ID card pocket. Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartment 
for all painting tools. The trousers have a cloth holder loop. Washable at 
85°C. Kneepad pockets in hard-wearing FA™ polyamide with two kneepad 
positions.  
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65213011-1099 white/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

PAINTER
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Painters’ Trousers HP
• Hard-wearing cotton twill to minimise colour bleeding.
• Absorbs colour quickly.
• Hard-wearing FA™ polyamide reinforcements.

Painters’ trousers with excellent fit and design developed for professional 
painters. Jobman’s hard-wearing, close-woven cotton twill, maximises quick 
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption. The painters’ trousers 
have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of the inner pocket is lined 
with water-repellent FA™ polyamide. Spacious front and back pockets, leg 
pocket with extra compartment and zip, mobile pocket and ID card pocket. 
Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartment for all painting tools. The 
trousers have a cloth holder loop. Washable at 85°C. Kneepad pockets in 
hard-wearing FA™ polyamide with two kneepad positions.  
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65212911-1099 white/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

Women’s Painter 
Trousers 
• Hard-wearing cotton twill to minimise colour 

absorption.
• Absorbs colour quickly.
• Hard-wearing FA™ polyamide reinforcements.

Painters’ trousers with excellent fit and design developed for professional 
painters. Jobman’s hard-wearing, close-woven cotton twill, maximises quick 
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption. The painters’ trousers 
have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of the inner pocket is lined 
with water-repellent FA™ polyamide. Spacious front and back pockets, leg 
pocket with extra compartment and zip, mobile pocket and ID card pocket. 
Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartment for all painting tools. The 
trousers have a cloth holder loop. Washable at 85°C. Kneepad pockets in 
hard-wearing FA™ polyamide with two kneepad positions.  
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65217911-1099 white/black  
Size: 34-50 

PAINTER
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Painters’ Pirate shorts
• Hard-wearing cotton twill to minimise colour bleeding.
• Absorbs colour quickly.
• Hard-wearing FA™ polyamide reinforcements.

Pirate shorts with excellent fit and design developed for professional 
painters. Jobman’s hard-wearing, close-woven cotton twill, maximises quick 
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption. The pirate shorts 
have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of the inner pocket is lined 
with water-repellent FA™ polyamide. Spacious front and back pockets, leg 
pocket with extra compartment and zip, mobile pocket and ID card pocket. 
Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartment for all painting tools. The 
pirate shorts have a cloth holder loop. Washable at 85°C. Kneepad pockets 
in hard-wearing FA™ polyamide with two kneepad positions. 
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65213311-1099 white/black  
Size: C44-62, D92-120 

Painters’ Shorts
• Hard-wearing cotton twill to minimise colour bleeding.
• Absorbs colour quickly.
• Hard-wearing FA™ polyamide reinforcements.

Painters’ shorts with excellent fit and design developed for professional 
painters. Jobman’s hard-wearing, close-woven cotton twill, maximises 
quick dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption. The shorts 
have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of the inner pocket is lined 
with water-repellent FA™ polyamide. Spacious front and back pockets, leg 
pocket with extra compartment and zip, mobile pocket and ID card pocket. 
Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartment for all painting tools. The 
shorts have a cloth holder loop. Washable at 85°C. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65213211-1099 white/black  
Size: C44-62 

PAINTER
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Pilot Jacket
• Lightweight pilot jacket that allows freedom  

of movement.
• Quilted lining.
• Chest pocket with zip.

Winter jacket in durable polyester. Quilted lining for freedom of movement 
and comfort. Elasticated waist and cuffs. Pilot jacket made from durable 
water-repellent polyester with smooth quilted lining. Warming pile lining in 
collar. Chest pockets and sleeve pocket with zip and front pockets. Inside 
pocket with compartments for phone. D-ring for ID card pouch. In black up 
to size 5XL. 

Material: 100% polyester, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65135739-1000 white  
Art no: 65135739-6700 navy  
Art no: 65135739-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65135739-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL, (+9900 4XL, 5XL) 

Softshell Jacket
• Water-repellent softshell.
• Wind resistant membrane.
• Warming fleece lining.

Water-repellent softshell with windproof membrane. Fleece lining. Chest 
pocket with ID card holder. Spacious front pockets. Inside pockets. 
Adjustable waist and cuffs.  

Material: 100% polyester, 265 g/m². 
Art no: 65120871-1000 white  
Art no: 65120871-6400 ocean  
Size: S-3XL 

PAINTER
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Women’s Softshell 
Jacket
• Comfortable softshell jacket with fleece inside.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Thumb grip in cuff.

Windproof and water repellent tripled-layered softshell with fleece inside. 
Chest pocket with zipper and D-ring for ID card holder. Spacious front 
pockets with zip. Inside pockets. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. 
Adjustable drawstring hem. YKK front zip. 

Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane + 
inside: 100% polyester fleece, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65120371-1000 white  
Art no: 65120371-6700 navy  
Art no: 65120371-9898 dark grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65120371-9900 black  
Size: XS-XXL 

Softshell Jacket
• Comfortable jacket in tripled-layered softshell.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Thumb grip in cuff.

Windproof and water repellent tripled-layered softshell with fleece inside. 
Chest pocket with ID card pocket. Spacious front pockets with zip. Inside 
pockets. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. Adjustable drawstring hem.  
YKK front zip. 

Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane + 
inside: 100% polyester fleece, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65120171-1000 white  
Art no: 65120171-1700 brown  
Art no: 65120171-3000 orange  
Art no: 65120171-4100 red  
Art no: 65120171-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65120171-6700 navy  
Art no: 65120171-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65120171-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65120171-9898 dark grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65120171-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

PAINTER
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Hoodie
• Smooth polyester with fleece lining.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Adjustable hood and hem.

Smooth polyester with fleece lining. Figure-hugging fit for ease of 
movement. Adjustable hood and drawstring hem. Functional fabric. Front 
zip with storm flap. Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zip 
chest pocket with phone compartment. Zip side pockets. Large open  
inside pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
Art no: 65515253-1000 white  
Art no: 65515253-6710 navy/white  
Art no: 65515253-9832 dark grey/orange  
Art no: 65515253-9941 black/red  
Size: XS-3XL 

Women’s Hoodie
• Smooth polyester with fleece lining.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Adjustable hood and hem.

Smooth polyester with fleece lining. Figure-hugging fit for ease of 
movement. Adjustable hood and drawstring hem. Functional fabric. Front 
zip with storm flap. Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zip 
chest pocket with phone compartment. Zip side pockets. Large open  
inside pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
Art no: 65517753-1000 white  
Art no: 65517753-9832 dark grey/orange  
Art no: 65517753-9941 black/red  
Size: S-XXL 

PAINTER
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Sweatshirt 1/2-zip
• Comfortable sweatshirt with collar. 
• Half zip at front. 
• Available in a wide range of colours with black 

contrast panel.

Sweatshirt in double face fabric. High collar and half zip at front. Ribbing  
at hem and cuffs. Contrast panel on side, (contrasts on the black/yellow  
on the shoulders). 

Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65540120-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65540120-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65540120-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65540120-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65540120-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65540120-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65540120-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65540120-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65540120-9921 black/yellow  
Art no: 65540120-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL (+1099, 6799, 9899, 9999 XXS) 

Sweatshirt
• Comfortable round-necked sweatshirt. 
• Ribbing at hem and cuffs. 
• Available in a wide range of colours with black 

contrast panel.

Round-necked sweatshirt in double face fabric. Ribbing at hem and cuffs. 
Contrast panel at sides. 

Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65540220-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65540220-1499 khaki/black  
Art no: 65540220-1799 brown/black  
Art no: 65540220-4199 red/black  
Art no: 65540220-6399 sky blue/black  
Art no: 65540220-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65540220-7599 forest green/black  
Art no: 65540220-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65540220-9999 black  
Size: XS-4XL (+1099, 9899, 9999 XXS) 

PAINTER
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Sweatshirt Hoodie
• Easy-care double face fabric.
• Zip at front.
• Welted pockets.

Hoodie in double face fabric. Zip at front. Welted front pockets.  
Rib at bottom hem and sleeve ends. Sidepanels in contrast color. 

Material: 80% cotton/ 20% polyester, 320 g/m². 
Art no: 65540020-1099 white/black  
Art no: 65540020-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65540020-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65540020-9999 black  
Size: XXS-4XL 
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Sweatshirt
• Terry inside.
• Reinforced in the neck.
• 100% cotton.

Round neckline sweater. Terry inside. Crescent reinforced in neck. Ribbing 
at hem and cuffs. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65512010-1010 white  
Art no: 65512010-6700 navy  
Art no: 65512010-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65512010-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Longsleeve T-shirt
• Soft, comfortable interlock tricot.
• Reinforced shoulder seams.
• Soft neckline.

Unisex long-sleeved T-shirt in soft, comfortable interlock tricot. Reinforced 
shoulder seams with double stitching and soft neckline. 

Material: 100% combed cotton, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65523010-1010 white   
Size: XS-3XL 

PAINTER
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Men’s T-shirt
• Men’s regular fit T-shirt. 
• Comfortable single jersey. 
• Reinforced shoulder seams.

Regular fit T-shirt in single jersey. Reinforced shoulder seams and double 
stitching around the neckline. 

Material: 100% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton, 15% viscose), 180 g/m². 
Art no: 65526410-1000 white  
Art no: 65526410-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65526410-1700 brown  
Art no: 65526410-3000 orange  
Art no: 65526410-4100 red  
Art no: 65526410-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65526410-6700 navy  
Art no: 65526410-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65526410-9300 grey melange  
Art no: 65526410-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Women’s T-shirt
• Women’s lightweight slim fit T-shirt.  
• Comfortable single jersey.  
• Reinforced shoulder seams.

Women’s lightweight fitted T-shirt in single jersey. Reinforced shoulder 
seams and double stitching around the neckline. 

Material: 100% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton, 15% viscose), 180 g/m². 
Art no: 65526510-1000 white  
Art no: 65526510-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65526510-1700 brown  
Art no: 65526510-3000 orange  
Art no: 65526510-4100 red  
Art no: 65526510-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65526510-6700 navy  
Art no: 65526510-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65526510-9300 grey melange  
Art no: 65526510-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

PAINTER
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Polo shirt
• Classic polo shirt.
• Ribbed collar and cuffs.
• Decorative details.

Classic polo shirt with closure with three tone-on-tone buttons. Vent in hem. 
Ribbed collar and cuffs. Decorative orange tape inside collar and vent. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton,  
15% viscose), 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65556430-1000 white  
Art no: 65556430-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65556430-1700 brown  
Art no: 65556430-4100 red  
Art no: 65556430-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65556430-6700 navy  
Art no: 65556430-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65556430-9300 grey mèlange  
Art no: 65556430-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

PAINTER
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Spun-dye Polo Shirt 
• Polo shirt in quick-drying fabric. 
• Environmentally-friendly production with spun dye. 
• Quick drying material.

Comfortable functional polo shirt made from ”spun-dyed” polyester which 
quickly transports moisture away from the skin. The shirt dries fast, keeping 
you dry and fresh all day long. Spun dyeing is an environmentally friendly 
colouring technique that consumes less water, energy and chemicals. 
Spun dyeing also gives a very high colour density, which means that the 
garment’s colour does not change over time. Chest pocket on left side. 

Material: 100% polyester Spun dye, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65553351-1000 white  
Art no: 65553351-6700 navy  
Art no: 65553351-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65553351-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

Spun-dye T-shirt 
• T-shirt in quick-drying fabric. 
• Environmentally-friendly production with spun dye. 
• Quick drying material.

Comfortable functional T-shirt in ”spun-dyed” polyester which quickly 
transports moisture away from the skin. The shirt dries fast, keeping you 
dry and fresh all day long. Spun dyeing is an environmentally friendly 
colouring technique that consumes less water, energy and chemicals. 
Spun dyeing also gives a very high colour density, which means that the 
garment’s colour does not change over time. 

Material: 100% polyester Spun dye, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65552251-1000 white  
Art no: 65552251-6700 navy  
Art no: 65552251-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65552251-9900 black  
Size: XS-4XL 

PAINTER
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FLOORLAYERS

Floorlayers Trousers
• Floorlayer’s trousers with unprecedented durability 

and unique ergonomic features.
• Cotton / polyester cavalry twill which provides 

durability and flexibility.
• Adjustable velcro adjusts leg width around the calf, so 

that the kneepads are fixed as firmly as possible.

Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. Reinforced 
back pockets. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket 
with zip, phone pocket and ID card pouch. Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ 
knives. Reinforcement on thighs with FA™ material. Pre-bent knees for 
optimal fit. Kneepad pockets made from durable DuPont™Kevlar® with 
reflective piping, kneepads can be fitted in two positions. Mesh at back of 
knee for ventilation. Adjustable velcro adjusts leg width around the calf. 
Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-absorbing polyamide. Reflective piping 
and drawstring at ankle.  
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65269718-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C44-62, C146-156, D88-124 

Knife Holster
Knife holster for floorlayers’ knives. Fits the thigh pocket 
in Jobman floorlayers’ trousers. 

Material: 100% leather.  
Art no: 65949384-9900 black  
Size: One size 
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FLOORLAYERS

Floorlayers Trousers 
Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels at 
the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Holster pockets with 
extra compartments and extra zip. Welted back pockets. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pocket. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Trousers  
can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65235820-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C42-62 (+5 cm), D84-120 (+5 cm) 

Floorlayers Pirate 
Shorts Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives.
• Adjustable at bottom leg.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels at 
the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Holster pockets with 
extra compartments and extra zip. Welted back pockets. Leg pocket with 
extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. Ruler pocket with knife 
pocket. Thigh pocket for floorlayers’ knives. Reinforcement on kneepad 
pocket. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions for optimal fit.  
Certified according EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with 
Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65236220-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: C42-62, D84-120 
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FLAME RETARDANT

Welders Overalls
• Flame retardant cotton.
• Two-way zip.
• Pocket solutions and other functions are specially 

adapted for welding.

Jobman’s welders collection in 350 g/m² cotton are treated with the flame 
retardant Pyrovatex® and are certified according to standards EN11612 
and EN11611. Pocket solutions and other functions are specially adapted 
for welding. Kneepockets outside gives comfort and durability. Two-way zip 
with flap. Breast pockets with flap. Innerpocket with phone compartment.
Penn compartment. Front pockets. Back pockets with bellow and flap. 
Ruler pocket. Leg pocket with flap. Adjustable waist and cuff. 
Certified according to EN ISO 11612, A1+A2 B1 C1 F1, EN ISO 11611, 
Class 1 A1+A2. 

Material: 100% cotton, 350 g/m². 
Art no: 65403627-9900 black  
Size: C46-62 
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FLAME RETARDANT

Welding Jacket
• Flame retardant cotton.
• Comfortable model.
• Pocket solutions and other functions are specially 

adapted for welding.

Jobman’s welders collection in 350 g/m² cotton is treated with the flame 
retardant Pyrovatex® and certified according to standards EN11612 and 
EN11611. Pocket solutions and other functions are specially adapted for 
welding. Zip up to top of collar with storm flap. Chest pockets with bellows 
and flap. Front pockets. Large inside pocket and inside pocket with phone 
compartment. Adjustable waist and cuff. Fits well with flame trousers 2091. 
Certified according to EN ISO 11612, A1+A2 B1 C1 F1, EN ISO 11611, 
Class 1 A1+A2 

Material: 100% cotton, 350 g/m². 
Art no: 65109127-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Welding Trousers
• Flame retardant treated cotton.
• Kneepad pockets.
• Pocket solutions and other functions adapted for 

welding.

Jobman’s welders collection in 350 g/m² cotton are treated with the flame 
retardant Pyrovatex® and are certified according to standards EN11612 and 
EN11611. Pocket solutions and other functions are specially adapted for 
welding. Kneepockets outside gives comfort and durability. Front pockets. 
Back pockets with flap. Leg pocket with phone compartment. Ruler pocket. 
Fits well with welding jacket 1091. 
Certified according to EN ISO 11612, A1+A2 B1 C1 F1, EN ISO 11611, 
Class 1 A1+A2. 

Material: 100% cotton, 350 g/m². 
Art no: 65209127-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C148-156, D96-120 
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Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Stretch
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable zip-off holster pockets.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Women’s trousers in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven fabric at 
ankle. Leg pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off holster pockets 
with extra compartments and reinforced inside. These can be tucked 
into the front pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted back pockets. 
Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket with covered zip, 
ID card pouch and phone pocket. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets in 
durable polyamide and with dual-level inner opening, so kneepads can be 
fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. 
Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m².  
Material 2: 100% polyamide, 210 g/m².   
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m². 
Art no: 65237170-9900 black  
Size: 34-50 (+5 cm) 
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Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers
• Heavy-duty cotton specially developed for Jobman.
• Kneepads can be fitted in two positions.
• Pre-bent knees for a good fit.

Polyamide-reinforced holster pockets, back pockets, rule pocket and knee 
pad pockets. Hip pocket for phone. Spacious holster pockets with extra 
compartments and inside reinforcement. Inset front pockets for tucking 
away holster pockets. Hammer loop. Reinforced back pockets. Reinforced 
ruler pocket with bellowed bottom edge and knife button. Leg pocket with 
phone compartment. Pre-bent knees with kneepad pockets in polyamide. 
Kneepad pockets with two positions for kneepads. These trousers also 
come in a men’s version, 2200. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945.  

Material: 100% cotton, 370 g/m². 
Art no: 65220113-9900 black  
Size: 34-48 

Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Fast Dry
• FAST DRY, our lightweight and quick drying fabric. 
• Spacious holster pockets.
• Pre-bent knees for optimal fit.

Fast Dry Polyamide. Soft, comfortable and quick drying material with high 
durability. Spacious holster pockets that can be tucked into front pockets. 
Rubber button to minimise scratching. Back pockets with reinforced inside. 
Hammer loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife 
button. Leg pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. 
Pre-bent knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide with 
reflective piping. Kneepads can be fitted in two positions. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% polyamide, 200 g/m². 
Art no: 65287206-9999 black  
Size: 34-52 
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Women’s Service 
Trousers Stretch
• Stretch panels at the back.
• Spacious pockets.
• Trousers can be extended by 5 cm at the ankle hem.

Easy-care polyester/cotton that holds colour and shape. Stretch panels 
at the back for extra flexibility. Spacious front pockets. Back pockets with 
flap. Leg pocket with extra compartment and flap with velcro closure. 
Ruler pocket. Trousers can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Available for men, style 2317. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m².  
Stretch: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65231620-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65231620-9999 black  
Size: 32-50 (+5 cm) 

Women’s Service 
Trousers Stretch
• 4-way stretch in fabric.
• Spacious front and back pockets.
• Leg pocket with zipper.

Service trousers in comfortable 4-way stretch in polyamide / elastane 
fabric with a slim fit. Spacious front pocket and welted back pockets. Leg 
pocket with zip, an extra compartment inside for your mobile and pen 
compartments. Available for men, style 2318. 

Material: 90% polyamide, 10% elastane, 240 g/m². 
Art no: 65231970-9900 black  
Size: 32-50 

WOMEN’S

New Colour!
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WOMEN’S

Service Trousers
• Service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton.
• Internal knee pockets.
• Leg pocket with ruler compartment.

Suitable for light industrial work and service jobs such as retail and 
warehouse work. Easy-care polyester/cotton. Inset front pockets and back 
patch pockets. Internal knee pad pockets. Hip pocket for phone. Slanted 
front pockets. Leg pocket with flap. Leg pocket with ruler compartment. 
Men’s and women’s sizes. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 260 g/m². 
Art no: 65230523-6600 navy  
Art no: 65230523-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65230523-9900 black  
Size: C44-62, C144-156, D88-124, DA34-50 

Women’s Service 
Trousers
• Service trousers in easy-care, polyester/cotton.
• Pre-bent knees.
• Leg pocket with zip. 

Service trousers in easy-care polyester/cotton. Suitable for service 
occupations such as retail and transport. Front jeans pocket with coin 
pocket. Pre-bent knees. Leg pocket with zip. Back patch pockets. Leg 
pocket with zip, phone pocket and extra compartments. Front D-ring for 
keys, etc. Can be extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. These trousers 
also come in a men’s version, 2310.  

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 265 g/m². 
Art no: 65231129-9900 black  
Size: 34-50 (+5 cm) 
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Women’s Painter 
Trousers 
• Hard-wearing cotton twill to minimise colour 

absorption.
• Absorbs colour quickly.
• Hard-wearing FA™ polyamide reinforcements.

Painters’ trousers with excellent fit and design developed for professional 
painters. Jobman’s hard-wearing, close-woven cotton twill, maximises quick 
dispersion of solvent to minimise pigment absorption. The painters’ trousers 
have spacious holster pockets, and the inside of the inner pocket is lined 
with water-repellent FA™ polyamide. Spacious front and back pockets, leg 
pocket with extra compartment and zip, mobile pocket and ID card pocket. 
Knife and ruler pocket with useful compartment for all painting tools. The 
trousers have a cloth holder loop. Washable at 85°C. Kneepad pockets in 
hard-wearing FA™ polyamide with two kneepad positions.  
Certified according to EN 14404: 2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 

Material: 100% cotton, 300 g/m². 
Art no: 65217911-1099 white/black  
Size: 34-50 

Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Star Hi-vis
• Craftsman trousers hi-vis in our proven durable  

STAR quality fabric.
• Durable and quick drying properties.
• Drawstring at ankle to prevent draught.

Strong and comfortable STAR fabric, extremely durable with a soft brushed 
inside and quick drying properties. Spacious holster pockets that can be 
tucked into front pockets. Back pockets with reinforced inside. Hammer 
loop. Extra belt loops in largest sizes. Ruler pocket with knife button. Leg 
pocket with zip, phone pocket, ID-card pocket and extra pocket. Pre-bent 
knees for optimal fit. Knee pockets in durable polyamide with reflective 
piping and two positions for kneepads. Reinforced at ankle-cuff with non-
absorbing polyamide. Drawstring at ankle. These trousers also come in a 
men’s version, 2222. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 100% STAR polyester, 250 g/m². 
Art no: 65227207-2199 yellow/black  
Size: 34-54 

WOMEN’S
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Women’s Craftsman 
Trousers Hi-vis 
• 4-way stretch fabric.
• Detachable holster pockets with zip-off function.
• Slanted leg pocket with functional compartment.

Women’s hi-vis trousers in 4-way stretch with sections of durable woven 
fabric at ankle. Leg pockets and holster pockets. Detachable zip-off 
holster pockets with extra compartments and reinforced inside. These 
can be tucked into the front pockets. Stretch comfort waistband. Welted 
back pockets. Hammer loop. Ruler pocket with knife pocket. Leg pocket 
with covered zip, ID card pouch and phone pocket. Pre-bent knees with 
kneepad pockets in durable polyamide and with dual-level inner opening, 
so kneepads can be fitted in two positions for optimal fit. Reflective strips, 
Jobman design. Mesh at back of knee for ventilation. Trousers can be 
extended with 5 cm turn-up at ankle hem. 
Certified according to EN 14404:2004+A1:2010 Type 2 Level 1 together 
with Jobman’s kneepads 9943, 9944 and 9945. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471. 

Material: 92% polyester, 8% elastane, 270 g/m².  
Material 2: 75% polyester, 25% cotton, 260 g/m².  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, 220 g/m².  
Art no: 65227160-2199 yellow/black  
Size: 34-50 (+5 cm) 
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Women’s Softshell 
Jacket
• Comfortable softshell jacket with fleece inside.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Thumb grip in cuff.

Windproof and water repellent tripled-layered softshell with fleece inside. 
Chest pocket with zipper and D-ring for ID card holder. Spacious front 
pockets with zip. Inside pockets. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. 
Adjustable drawstring hem. YKK front zip. 

Material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane + 
inside: 100% polyester fleece, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65120371-1000 white  
Art no: 65120371-6700 navy  
Art no: 65120371-9898 dark grey/dark grey  
Art no: 65120371-9900 black  
Size: XS-XXL 

Women’s Winter 
Jacket Softshell
• Lightweight, flexible softshell quality.
• Adapted linings for different zones.
• Detachable hood by snap fastener for improved safety.

Warm padded, light and comfortable women’s softshell jacket. Removable 
hood with drawstring and snap fasteners. Front pockets with zippers behind 
pocket pipes. Spacious inner pocket in mesh for gloves and beanie. Access 
zip in lower back to allow for embroidery. Quilted lining in body (140 g/m²) 
and sleeves (120 g/m²), micro fleece lined over shoulders and part of the 
back. Functional net lining in middle back for good moisture transport. The 
jacket is adjustable with drawstring at hem. Discreet reflective piping in the 
back provides better visibility. Front zip with storm flap and snap fasteners. 
Cuffs, half of ribbed material and half of shell fabric. 
Water column: 3000 mm. Breathability: 1000 g/m² 24h. Impregnated with 
dirt and water repellent. 

Material: shell fabric in 100% polyester, knitted softshell with inside 
fleece, 305 g/m². 
Art no: 65104178-6700 navy  
Art no: 65104178-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65104178-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

WOMEN’S
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Women’s Flex Jacket
• Smooth polyester with brushed inside.
• Mesh fabric in pockets for extra ventilation.
• Thumb grip in cuffs.

Jacket in polyester with brushed inside, recommended as middle layer 
(Layer 2). Front zip with contrast colour and with storm flap. Modern fit. 
Hidden zip in front pockets. Mesh fabric in pockets for extra ventilation. 
Thumb grip in cuffs. Available for men, style 5158. 

Material: 100% polyester, 215 g/m². 
Art no: 65517856-9900 black  
Art no: 65517856-9930 black/orange  
Size: XS-XXL 

Women’s Softshell 
Jacket Hi-vis
• Heat-pressed reflective strips.
• Windproof and water repellent.
• Thumb grip in cuff

Windproof and water repellent tripled-layered softshell with fleece inside. 
Chest pocket with zipper and D-ring for ID card holder. Spacious front 
pockets with zip. Inside pockets. Elasticated cuffs with thumb grip. 
Adjustable drawstring hem. YKK front zip.  
Certified Class 3 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size M-XXL. 
Certified Class 2 according to EN ISO 20471 - Size XS-S. 

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65121055-2100 yellow  
Size: XS-XXL  

WOMEN’S
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Women’s Hoodie
• Smooth polyester with fleece lining.
• Figure-hugging fit for ease of movement.
• Adjustable hood and hem.

Smooth polyester with fleece lining. Figure-hugging fit for ease of 
movement. Adjustable hood and drawstring hem. Functional fabric. Front 
zip with storm flap. Adjustable hood with mesh lining. Flatlock seams. Zip 
chest pocket with phone compartment. Zip side pockets. Large open inside 
pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 325 g/m². 
Art no: 65517753-1000 white  
Art no: 65517753-9832 dark grey/orange  
Art no: 65517753-9941 black/red  
Size: S-XXL 

Women’s T-shirt
• Women’s lightweight slim fit T-shirt.  
• Comfortable single jersey.  
• Reinforced shoulder seams.

Women’s lightweight fitted T-shirt in single jersey. Reinforced shoulder 
seams and double stitching around the neckline. 

Material: 100% cotton (grey melange 85% cotton, 15% viscose), 180 g/m². 
Art no: 65526510-1000 white  
Art no: 65526510-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65526510-1700 brown  
Art no: 65526510-3000 orange  
Art no: 65526510-4100 red  
Art no: 65526510-6500 royal blue  
Art no: 65526510-6700 navy  
Art no: 65526510-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65526510-9300 grey melange  
Art no: 65526510-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

WOMEN’S
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FIRST LAYER FIRST LAYER

Next To Skin T-shirt
• Fitted T-shirt with minimal seams.
•	 Compression	function	that	increases	blood	flow	and	

provides support.
•	 4-way	stretch	for	perfect	fit	and	comfort.

Perfect layer 1 garment thanks to moisture-wicking function. 4-way stretch 
with	compression	feature	allows	increased	blood	flow	and	perfect	fit.	
Moisture-wicking and breathable. Easy-care and fast-drying. 

Material: 60% polyamide, 32% polyester, 8% elastane, 275 g/m². 
Art no: 65557751-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-XXL 

Next To Skin Sweater
• Fitted sweater with minimal seams.
•	 Compression	function	that	increases	blood	flow	and	

provides support.
•	 4-way	stretch	for	perfect	fit	and	comfort.

Perfect layer 1 garment thanks to moisture-wicking function. 4-way stretch 
with	compression	feature	allows	increased	blood	flow	and	perfect	fit.	
Moisture-wicking and breathable. Easy-care and fast-drying. 

Material: 60% polyamide, 32% polyester, 8% elastane, 275 g/m². 
Art no: 65558051-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-XXL 
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FIRST LAYER

Next To Skin  
Long Johns
• Fitted long johns with minimal seams.
•	 Compression	function	that	increases	blood	flow	and	

provides support.
•	 4-way	stretch	for	perfect	fit	and	comfort.

Perfect layer 1 garment thanks to moisture-wicking function. 4-way stretch 
with	compression	feature	allows	increased	blood	flow	and	perfect	fit.	
Moisture-wicking and breathable. Easy-care and fast-drying. 

Material: 60% polyamide, 32% polyester, 8% elastane, 275 g/m². 
Art no: 65258051-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-XL 
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T-shirt Dry-tech™ 
Merino Wool
• T-shirt in Merino wool keeps you warm.
• Panels with polyester increase moisture wicking.
• Antibacterial effect reduces odour.

Insulating Merino wool and panels with moisture-wicking polyester. 
Antibacterial effect. Seams and printed labels that do not irritate skin. 
Washable at 40°C. 

Material: 65% merino wool, 35% polyester, 130 g/m². 
Art no: 65559551-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Sweater Dry-tech™ 
Merino Wool
• Sweater in Merino wool keeps you warm.
• Panels with polyester increase moisture wicking.
• Antibacterial effect reduces odour.

Sweater with collar and soft short zip. Insulating Merino wool and panels 
with moisture-wicking polyester. Antibacterial effect. Seams and printed 
labels that do not irritate skin. Washable at 40°C. 

Material: 65% merino wool, 35% polyester, 130 g/m². 
Art no: 65559651-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-3XL 

FIRST LAYER FIRST LAYER
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Long Johns Dry-tech™ 
Merino Wool
• Long Johns in Merino wool keeps you warm.
• Panels with polyester increase moisture wicking.
• Antibacterial effect reduces odour.

Insulating Merino wool and panels with moisture-wicking polyester. 
Antibacterial effect. Seams and printed labels that do not irritate skin. 
Washable at 40°C. 

Material: 65% merino wool/ 35% polyester, 130 g/m². 
Art no: 65259651-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: S-3XL 

Duo-pack Underwear
• Ideal underwear as Layer 1.
• Sweat particles evaporate extremely quickly.
• Top with extended back and Long johns with Y-front.

Top with extended back and polo neck with diagonal zip that doesn’t chafe 
the neck. Long johns with Y-front. Elastic side panels. When applying the 
layering principle, Dry-Tech™ fabric is ideal as layer 1. It is built up from 
micro-fibres	that	wick	sweat	away	from	the	body	and	spread	it	over	a	wider	
surface area. The microscopic sweat particles then evaporate extremely 
quickly, keeping you feeling fresh and dry all day long.  

Material: 70% polyester, 30% viscose, 130 g/m². 
Art no: 65657951-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

FIRST LAYER
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Underwear Top  
Round Neck
• Quick-drying polypropylene.
• Moisture-wicking.
• Washable at 85°C to kill bacteria.

Classic	round-necked	top	with	side	panels	for	optimal	fit	and	comfort.	
Birdseye knit ventilation panels on the sides and under the arms for 
increased	moisture	wicking.	No	scratchy	seams	or	labels,	flatlock	seams	
and printed washing instructions. Washable at 85°C to kill bacteria. 
Polypropylene is quick-drying with good moisture-wicking properties, 
keeping you dry all year round. 

Material: 100% polypropylene, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65554159-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 

Underwear Polo Neck
• Quick-drying polypropylene.
• Moisture-wicking.
• Washable at 85°C to kill bacteria.

Classic	Polo	Neck	with	collar	and	zip	with	side	panels	for	optimal	fit	and	
comfort. Birdseye knit ventilation panels on the sides and under the arms 
for	increased	moisture	wicking.	No	scratchy	seams	or	labels,	flatlock	
seams and printed washing instructions. Washable at 85°C to kill bacteria. 
Polypropylene is quick-drying with good moisture-wicking properties, 
keeping you dry all year round. 

Material: 100% polypropylene, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65554259-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 

FIRST LAYER FIRST LAYER
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Underwear Long Johns
• Quick-drying polypropylene.
• Moisture-wicking.
• Washable at 85 °C to kill bacteria.

Classic	long	johns	with	crotch	gusset	for	optimal	fit	and	comfort.	Birdseye	
knit ventilation panels in lower back for increased moisture wicking. 
Supportive,	soft	elasticated	waist.	No	scratchy	seams	or	labels,	flatlock	
seams and printed washing instructions. Washable at 85°C to kill bacteria. 
Polypropylene is quick-drying with good moisture-wicking properties, 
keeping you dry all year round. 

Material: 100% polypropylene, 135 g/m². 
Art no: 65254159-9900 black  
Size: S-3XL 

FIRST LAYER
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Underwear Top  
Round Neck
• Extended back.
• Cuffs with thumb grip.
• Recycled polyester.

Underwear top in rib knitted recycled polyester with extended back. Cuffs 
with thumb grip. Flatlock seams in contrast colour. Available in Long Johns, 
style 2570. 

Material: 100% recycled polyester, 150 g/m². 
Art no: 65557079-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

Underwear Long Johns
• Soft rib knitted quality.
• Recycled polyester.

Long Johns in rib knitted recycled polyester. Stretch comfort waistband 
with Jobman logo. Flatlock seams in contrast colour. Available in top, round 
neck, style 5570. 

Material: 100% recycled polyester, 150 g/m². 
Art no: 65257079-9900 black  
Size: XS-3XL 

FIRST LAYER FIRST LAYER
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Briefs Dry-tech™ 
Bamboo
Briefs in light Dry-tech™ polyester for the ventilation and Charcoal 
Bamboo for the anti-bacterial effect. Flexible stretch. Non-itching seams. 

Material: 50% Wicking polyester, 50% Bamboo Charcoal polyester, 
60% polyester, 40% Wicking polyester, 140 g/m². 
Art no: 65257651-6799 navy/black  
Art no: 65257651-9899 dark grey/black  
Art no: 65257651-9998 black/dark grey  
Size: XS-3XL 

Wool Socks
Warm socks with soft feel on foot. Reinforced heel. 

Material: 50% wool, 49% polyamide, 1% elastane.  
Art no: 65959185-9899 dark grey/black  
Size: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48  

Coolmax® Socks
Cooling sock with soft feel on foot. Reinforced heel. 

Material: 72% polyester Coolmax®, 27% polyamide, 1% elastane.  
Art no: 65959286-9900 black  
Size: 37-39, 40-42, 43-45, 46-48 

FIRST LAYER
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ACCESSORIES

Reflective Beanie
Knitted	beanie	with	fold-up.	Reflective	yarn	mixed	with	regular	yarn	gives	
a	melange	effect	and	illuminated	gives	the	whole	garment	a	reflective	look.	
Jobman’s	reflective	label	stitched	on	at	the	front. 

Material: 100% acrylic.   
Art no: 65800183-9999 black  
Size: One size 

Beanie
Knitted beanie with 7 cm fold up. Can be worn with or without folding up. 

Material: 100% acrylic.   
Art no: 65904383-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65904383-3000 orange  
Art no: 65904383-4100 red  
Art no: 65904383-9500 anthracite  
Art no: 65904383-9900 black  
Size: one size 
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Beanie Spun Dye
Comfortable beanie in Spun Dye.  

Material: 100% polyester, 280 g/m². 
Art no: 65904256-6565 royal blue  
Art no: 65904256-9494 black melange  
Art no: 65904256-9999 black  
Size: One size 

Beanie
Lightweight,	comfortable	beanie	in	single	jersey	with	soft	fleece	lining. 

Material: 100% cotton, lining 100% polyester fleece. 
Art no: 65904083-1000 white  
Art no: 65904083-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65904083-1700 brown  
Art no: 65904083-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65904083-3100 orange  
Art no: 65904083-4100 red  
Art no: 65904083-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65904083-6700 navy  
Art no: 65904083-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65904083-9700 graphite  
Art no: 65904083-9900 black  
Size: One size 
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Balaclava
Helmet hood in knitted material. 

Material: 100% polyester.  
Art no: 65969284-9900 black  
Size: one size 

Helmet Hood 

Helmet	hood	with	flannel	lining.	Chinstrap	with	velcro	closure.	Three	helmet	
mounts (two front, one back) with snap fasteners. Elastic neck seams for 
optimal	fit. 

Material: 100% cotton.  
Art no: 65905083-9900 black  
Size: One size 

ACCESSORIES
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Bandana
Bandana with all-over print. Collar with many function e.g. scarf, collar, hat. 

Material: 100% polyester.  
Art no: 65969384-9930 black/orange   
Size: one size 

Bandana Merino Wool
Warm and insulating collar with many function e.g. scarf, collar, hat. 
Reflecting	details. 

Material: 70% merino wool, 30% viscose.  
Art no: 65969083-9800 dark grey  
Size: One size 

Beanie
Knitted beanie. 

Material: 100% acrylic.  
Art no: 65904583-9900 black  
Size: One size 

Helmet Beanie 
Coolmax®

Helmet	beanie	with	a	tight	fit	in	Coolmax® fabric that wicks away moisture. 
Effective moisture transport keeps you dry under the helmet. Comfortable 
and snug.  
Machine washable. 

Material: 100% polyester Coolmax®.  
Art no: 65969183-9900 black  
Size: One size 

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES
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Belt Stretch
Max. length of 130 cm. Stretch feature for extra comfort. 32 mm wide. 
Silver	finish	on	buckle	with	Jobman	logo. 

Material: 70% polypropylene, 30% elastane.  
Art no: 65928084-9900 black  
Size: One size 

Belt
Max. length of 130 cm. Printed with ”JOBMAN”. 38 mm wide. Bottle opener 
in	the	buckle.	Silver	finish	on	buckle	with	J	logo. 

Material: 100% polyester.  
Art no: 65929084-9910 black/white  
Size: One size 

Leather belt
Leather belt, 36 mm wide. Sturdy buckle with steel pin. 

Material: 100% leather.  
Art no: 65930684-9900 black  
Size: 90 cm, 120 cm 

Belt Jobman
Max.	length	of	130	cm.	32	mm	wide.	Antique	silver	finish	on	buckle	with	
Jobman logo. 

Material: 100% polyester.  
Art no: 65927584-9900 black  
Size: One size 

ACCESSORIES
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Braces
Braces with clips. Elastic. Adjustable length. 50 mm wide. Jobman logo. 

Material: 70% polyester, 30% elastane.   
Art no: 65901184-9900 black  
Size: One size 

Braces ”No Scratch”
Braces with plastic clips, reduces risk of scratches. Elastic. Adjustable 
length. 40 mm wide. 

Material: 70% polyester, 30% elastane.   
Art no: 65901384-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65901384-9900 black  
Size: 125 cm 

Belt
Max length of 130 cm, 38 mm wide. Belt with black metal buckle with J logo. 

Material: 100% polyester.  
Art no: 65928424-1400 khaki  
Art no: 65928424-1700 brown  
Art no: 65928424-2100 yellow  
Art no: 65928424-4100 red  
Art no: 65928424-6300 sky blue  
Art no: 65928424-6700 navy  
Art no: 65928424-7500 forest green  
Art no: 65928424-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65928424-9900 black  
Size: 130 cm 

Stretch Belt ”No 
Scratch”
Belt ”No scratch” in polyester with stretch feature for extra comfort. 35 mm 
wide. Plastic buckle reduces risk of scratches. 

Material: 100% polyester.  
Art no: 65928284-3000 orange  
Art no: 65928284-6700 navy  
Art no: 65928284-9800 dark grey  
Art no: 65928284-9900 black  
Size: 90 cm, 120 cm 

ACCESSORIES ACCESSORIES
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Knife Holster
Knife	holster	for	floorlayers’	knives.	Fits	the	thigh	pocket	in	Jobman	
floorlayers’	trousers. 

Material: 100% leather.  
Art no: 65949384-9900 black  
Size: One size 

ID Card Holder
Practical ID card holder. Easy to insert and remove the card. 

Material: Plastic.  
Art no: 65991684-9900 black  
Size: One size 

ACCESSORIES
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Kneepads Practical
A basic, light weight kneepad suitable for work with little kneeling.  
Certified	according	EN	14404:2004+A1:2010	Type	2	Level	0	together	with	
Jobman’s trousers 2324 and 2325. 

Material: LDPE  
Art no: 65994184-7400 green  
Size: One size 

Kneepads
Lightweight kneepad for workers on the move who occasionally need to 
use	kneepads.	Pre-bent	for	improved	fit	and	comfort.	EVA	(Ethylene	Vinyl	
Acetate) for best shock absorption. Harder exterior for increased durability 
and lifetime. 
Certified	according	to	EN	14404:	2004	+	A1:	2010,	Type	2,	Level	1	together	
with most Jobman trousers. 

Material: EVA + LDPE  
Art no: 65994384-3099 orange/black  
Size: One size 

Kneepad
Kneepad for frequent users who do work kneeling down but not all day. 
Pre-bent	for	improved	fit	and	comfort.	EVA	(Ethylene	Vinyl	Acetate)	for	best	
shock absorption. Tougher exterior for increased durability and lifetime.  
Certified	according	to	EN	14404:2004+A1:2010,	Type	2,	Level	1	together	
with most Jobman trousers. 

Material: PE/EVA/RUBBER/POE  
Art no: 65994484-9799 grey/black  
Size: One size 

Kneepads
Kneepad designed to handle several hours’ work kneeling down. For 
users who require kneepads with long durability and lifetime, with minimal 
compression.	Pre-bent	for	improved	fit	and	comfort.	EVA	(Ethylene	Vinyl	
Acetate) for best shock absorption. Tougher exterior for increased durability 
and lifetime. 
Certified	according	to	EN	14404:2004+A1:2010,	Type	2,	Level	1	together	
with most Jobman trousers. 

Material: PE/EVA/RUBBER/POE + LDPE  
Art no: 65994584-1099 white/black  
Size: One size 

ACCESSORIES KNEEPADS
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UV Protective
The symbol shows that the garment is certified according to EN 13758, 
UPF 40+. UPF (Ultraviolet Protection Factor) is the measure used for 
sunblock in sun garments.

Rain
All Jobman’s rainwear is certified according to the EU EN 343 standard, 
the bad weather certificate.

Kneepads
Trousers with the symbol are certified according to EN 14404: 2004 + 
A1: 2010 Type 2 Level 1 together with Jobman kneepads 9943, 9944 
and 9945.

Flameproof
100% cotton with flame-retardant treatment. CE-certified, tested and 
approved in accordance with EN ISO 11611 and EN ISO 11612. 
Certification means that the material and the garment’s design protects 
against edge ignition, flame spread and melting. It can also withstand 
heat according to the test standards, preventing burns.

High-visibility class
Garments are divided into classes depending on their visibility.

Classification is mainly dependent on its conspicuity: the garment’s  
fluorescent area and retro-reflective surface.

Class 3: Highest class. The total fluorescent area must be at least  
0.8 m2 and the reflective strips 0.2 m2.

Class 2: The total fluorescent area must be at least 0.5 m2 and the 
reflective strips 0.13 m2. 

Class 1: The lowest class. The total fluorescent area must be at least 
0.14 m2 and the reflective strips 0.1 m2.

Detailed information on the visibility rules can be found on page 92.

Cold
Garments certified in accordance with EN 342 keep you protected 
from cold (≤ -5°C). Requirements refer to thermal insulation and air 
permeability. Certifications for the garment set apply in combination 
with Jobman underwear set and fleece jacket.

CE marking of protective clothing
 
The CE marking indicates that a notified body has type approved 
these garments in accordance with the PPE regulations (EU) 
2016/425.

The symbol appears on the care label inside the garment and 
shows the standards and classes for which the garment is 
certified. The illustration shows an example of part of the care 
instructions.

PPE directive 89/89/686/EEC has been superseded by PPE 
regulation (EU) 2016/425. 
•  Implementation from 21/04/2018. 
•  Certificates issued under the directive cease to be valid from  
 21/04/2023.

A regulation applies in all EU member states and is a binding 
act that can be cited in a national court of law. In the past, 
there have been major differences in how the EU directive was 
applied.

How do directives differ from regulations? 
•  The supplier’s declaration (DoC/EU declaration of  
 conformity) is available at www.jobman.se. 
•  The supplier’s declaration and technical documentation must  
 be stored for 10 years from the product launch. 
•  The washing label must contain details of the name, brand  
 and address. 
•  All washing labels, information and the EU declaration of  
 conformity must be available in the official languages of all  
 exporting countries. 

The information symbol on the CE label inside the protective garment 
shows that the garment comes with Jobman’s own instructions. Read this 
information before wearing the garment to ensure that you are using it 
correctly and are therefore properly protected.

CE MARKING & CE SYMBOLS
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Oeko-Tex
Oeko-Tex is an internationally defined standard based on a voluntary 
undertaking. To obtain a certificate, the entire manufacturing process 
and all the parts of a garment must comply with stringent human and 
environmental requirements. With Jobman Workwear you can be sure 
that you will not be exposed to chemicals that may damage your 
health. Many of our garments are Oeko-Tex certified, which guarantees 
that they do not contain substances that may be harmful when worn 
against the skin.

Breathability
The symbol shows that the fabric is windproof, waterproof and breathable. 
For optimum comfort at work, it is important that the body maintains an 
even temperature and remains dry. A shell garment lets the body breathe 
and lets out excess moisture that would otherwise have a cooling effect.

Layering
In cold weather it is important to wear layers of clothing to keep warm. 
Practical layers you can add or take off are especially important when 
moving between warm and cold spaces.

1. The first layer (layer 1) should transport humidity out to the next 
layer. Ideally, technical underwear of man-made materials.

2. The middle layer (layer 2) should be insulating fleece, softshell or 
furry material. Jobman’s microfleece garments are extremely comfortable 
and ideal middle layers.

3. The third layer (layer 3) should be windproof and water repellent to 
protect you, but must be able to breathe and allow humidity from the first 
two layers to evaporate.

Dry-Tech™
The symbols mean that the clothing is moisture-wicking. 

4-WAY STRETCH
The symbol shows that the entire or most of the garment is made  
with 4-way stretch.

Panels
The symbol shows that parts of the garment are made with 4-way 
stretch.

Washing
Always follow Jobman’s washing instructions shown on the 
garment. This ensures that the garment’s protective features are 
not compromised or destroyed. Sort first according to the wash 
temperature and colour, then according to the other washing 
instructions. Garments marked ”wash separately” may discolour 
or be discoloured by other garments.

Washing detergent
Use colour-safe washing detergent with coloured garments and 
follow the dosing instructions on the packaging. Do not use 
washing detergent containing bleach. Jobman does not 
recommend rinsing or the use of fabric softeners.

Drying
Most of the garments feel better when hung to dry. Shake the 
garment and hang it up. When tumble drying, do not dry the 
garments completely. This can cause significant shrinkage and 
wear. 

Your Jobman workwear will last longer if you wash and care for it 
properly.

Do not iron Hand wash only

Gentle washMaximum washing  
temperature

Do not  
dry clean

Iron at max.  
110 °C/230 °F

Dry clean only

Do not  
tumble dry

Iron at max.  
150 °C/302 °F

Do not  
chlorine bleach

Tumble dry at  
lower temperature 

Iron at max.  
200 °C/392 °F

Cannot withstand dry  
cleaning fluid stronger than  

tetrachloroethylene

Tumble dry at  
higher temperature 

Washing & care instructions  
 

WASHING INSRUCTIONS & SYMBOLS
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CSR and sustainability

SUSTAINABILITY WORK

At Jobman, we place great emphasis on sustainability and take 
responsibility for how our operations affect both people and our 
planet. Of course, we hope that you are satisfied with our products 
and also with us as a company.

As a part of New Wave Group, we pursue an active sustainability 
work towards a vision of sustainable growth where business 
solutions are not only financially profitable, but also sustainable 
from a social and environmental perspective.  

What makes the biggest difference is how we conduct our  
everyday business. That is why we integrate sustainability into 

our core operations and processes. The work includes, amongst 
several things, improved working conditions in production 
countries, a progressive work with chemicals and streamlining 
transport and logistics.

We invite you to take part of our work at group level with CSR 
and sustainability. More information is available in New Wave 
Group Sustainability Report, where we highlight important  
activities, achievements and ambitions for the future. You find  
it on New Wave’s website www.nwg.se/csr/

Amfori BSCI (Business Social Compliance Initiative)
Amfori BSCI is a business driven initiative for companies 
committed to improve working conditions in the global  
supply chain. Our Code of Conduct have requirements on 
minimum wage, working hours, the prohibition of child 
labour and several other important criteria.

amfori.org/content/amfori-bsci

Textile Exchange
Textile Exchange is an international non-profit organization 
working for responsible expansion of the textile industry and 
the organic cotton production.

textileexchange.org

THE SWEDISH Chemicals Group
The Chemicals Group is arranged by RISE, a world  
leading research group with a key role in the Swedish 
innovation system. In this network we receive the most 
updated information on chemical legislations and  
developments.

kemikaliegruppen.se

Clean Shipping Index
The Clean Shipping Index aims to ensure shipping  
companies use cleaner vessels by ranking the most  
highly-performing ships. Transport buyers can use the 
Clean Shipping Index to calculate and minimise their  
environmental footprint.

cleanshippingindex.com

International Accord For Health And  
Safety In The Textile And Garment Industry
The International Accord is a binding agreement designed 
to improve fire- and building safety for the textile industry in 
Bangladesh. The Accord includes inspections, fire safety 
training as well as effective remediation and renovations. 
The ambition is to expand the program to other production 
countries.  
 
www.internationalaccord.org

Swedish Textile & Clothing Industries’ Association
Jobman Workwear is a member of the environmental 
group at TEKO. TEKO, Swedish Textile and Clothing 
Industries’ Association is the joint industry and employers’ 
organization for the Swedish textile and clothing industry. 
The members have regular meetings and discuss e.g 
REACH, sustainable materials, packaging, eco-labeling, 
permit processes. 
 
www.teko.se
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What does the label mean? 
OEKO-TEX® is the world’s leading and best known certification 
for textiles, leather and accessories that have been tested for 
harmful substances.

If a textile article carries the STANDARD 100 label, you can be 
certain that every component of this article, i.e. every thread, 
button and other accessory, has been tested for harmful  
substances and that the article therefore is harmless in human 
ecological terms.

The test is conducted by independent OEKO-TEX® partner 
institutes. In the test they take into account numerous  
regulated and non-regulated substances, which may be  
harmful to human health. In many cases the limit values for  
the STANDARD 100 go beyond national and international 
requirements.

More information on OEKO-TEX® official website:  
www.oeko-tex.com

Test criteria 
Examples of parameters that are included in the Oeko-Tex® 
Standard 100 are prohibited azo dyes, carcinogenic and allergenic 
dyes, phthalates, formaldehyde, pesticides, heavy metals, certain 
organochlorine and organotin compounds, biologically active 
products, and flame retardant materials.

Four classes of products 
In order for the limits to be relevant for different types of  
products, there are four different types of product classes 
based on the certified product’s intended area of use:

Product Class I – Products for children up to 3 years.

Product Class II – Products that mostly come in direct contact 
with skin.

Product Class III – Products which do not come in contact 
with the skin, or do so only to a small extent.

Product Class IV – Furnishing and decorative materials.

The Oeko-Tex® brand 
A product may only be Oeko-Tex® labelled or certified if all the 
components meet the requirements for the appropriate product 
category. The product must also belong under one certificate. 
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® continuously adapts the 
requirements to the REACH legislation for relevant parameters.

The certificate is valid for one year (12 months) with a specific 
date.

For information regarding certified articles www.jobman.se/en/

Oeko-tex® -certification



WorldSkills Sweden’s mission is to raise the status, quality and 
attractiveness of Swedish vocational education. One way it 
does this is by organising professional competitions such as the 
WorldSkills Sweden Championships and advocating for the 
Swedish National Skills Team’s participation in the World Skills 
Competition and EuroSkills.

There is a high need for recruitment in various professions and 
industries that require vocational training. Despite this, there is 
often a lack of young people with the necessary interest and 
skills. For Swedish companies to be competitive, including in 
the global market, it is vital that they have the relevant skills. 

Sweden’s business community needs employees who can use 
new technology to create products and services with qualified 

content. Long-term skills supply to the business community is 
therefore an important priority.

WorldSkills Sweden is a collaboration between the 
Confederation of Swedish Enterprise (Svenskt Näringsliv), the 
Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO) and the Swedish 
Government through the Swedish National Agency for 
Education (Skolverket), Ministry of Education and Research 
(Utbildningsdepartementet) and Swedish National Agency for 
Higher Vocational Education (Myndigheten för yrkeshögskolan). 
It also involves professional organisations, vocational commit-
tees, government agencies, schools and companies active in 
this important initiative. 

For further information: www.worldskills.se/english

WorldSkills Sweden
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Size guide

SIZE GUIDE SIZE GUIDE

Jobman offers a wide range of sizes, particularly for trousers. It is 
important to choose the right leg length for trousers with kneepad 
pockets, so that they are correctly positioned on the leg. All of our 
men’s trousers are available in three size categories. C sizes with 
normal leg length, e.g. C50, C sizes with long leg, e.g. C150, and 
D sizes with short leg, e.g. D96. If you are not able to try on the 
clothes in the shop, you can take your measurements to ascertain 
the right size. Take your measurements while wearing close-fitting 
underwear and do not pull the measuring tape too tight. See the 
size chart on the next page.

A | Chest
Measure the circumference around 
your torso at the widest part of the 
chest/bust.

B | Waist
Measure the circumference at the 
same level as your belly button or 
at the narrowest part.

C | Hip
Measure the circumference around 
your hip at the widest part.

D | Inside leg
Measure from the crotch down to 
the sole of your foot. Make sure the 
tape is straight.
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Pictogram 
Every CE-marked garment 
must have a label bearing 
a pictogram that shows the 
measurement range for 
the garment. This allows 
you to check inside the 
garment to make sure it’s 
the right size.

Men’s sizes

Normal C40 C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64 C66

A Chest 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132 136 140 144 148

B Waist 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 97 102 108 114 120 126 132 134 138 143 147

C Hip 82 86 90 94 98 102 106 110 114 118 122 126 130 134 138 142 146 150 154

D Inside leg 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 84 85 85 86 86

Inches 27/30 28/30 30/31 31/31 33/31 35/32 36/32 38/33 40/33 43/33 45/33 47/33 50/34 52/34

Short D84 D88 D92 D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120 D124

A Chest 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124

B Waist 78 82 86 90 94 98 103 108 114 120 126

C Hip 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124 128 132

D Inside leg 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 78 79 79

Inches 31/28 32/28 34/29 35/29 37/30 39/30 41/30 43/31 45/31 47/31 50/31

Wide F124 F128 F132 F136 F140

A Chest 124 128 132 136 140

B Midje Waist vidd 131 137 143 149 155

C Hip 137 141 145 149 153

D Inside leg 80 80 81 81 81

Inches 52/31 54/31 56/32 59/32 61/32

Long C144 C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156

A Chest 88 92 96 100 104 108 112

B Waist 76 80 84 88 92 97 102

C Hip 94 98 102 106 110 114 118

D Inside leg 83 84 85 86 87 88 89

Inches 30/33 31/33 33/33 35/34 36/34 38/35 40/35

XS LS XLM 3XL 4XL 5XLXXL

32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54

A Bust 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 116 120 124

B Waist 60 64 68 72 76 80 84 88 92 96 100 104 108

C Hip 84 88 92 96 100 104 108 112 117 122 128 132 136

D Inside leg 78 79 79 79 80 80 80 80 81 81 81 81

Inches 24/31 25/31 27/31 28/31 30/31 31/31 33/31 35/31 36/32 38/32 40/32 42/32

Women’s sizes
XS LS XLM XXL 3XL

The measurements correspond to your body measurements except for the inside leg, which is 
the length of the garment (inside leg, crotch to ankle).

XXS
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